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Publication numbers English title  Current assignees 

WO2022243532 A1 A building element comprising a foam glass kernel coated 

with fiber cement and a method thereof 

 FOAMROX AS ([NO]) 

WO2022243249 A1 Linear or rotary table which can be moved in two dimensions  PHYSIK INSTRUMENTE (PI) 

GMBH & CO. KG ([DE]) 

WO2022243162 A1 Method for the production of a hydrophilic coating of a 

fluoropolymer material 

 HUECK FOLIEN GESELLSCHAFT 

M.B.H. ([AT]) 

NOWOFOL 

KUNSTSTOFFPRODUKTE GMBH 

& CO. KG ([DE]) 

WO2022243055 A1 Drive assembly  ROBERT BOSCH GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022243002 A1 Mast element, in particular a leader element, for a building 

machine 

 BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH 

([DE]) 

WO2022242803 A1 Extinguishing assembly and method for extinguishing fire on 

or cooling a parked vehicle 

 NIEDERBERGER, Anton ([CH]) 

AMANN, Marcel ([CH]) 

WO2022242084 A1 Quick-change power battery assembly capable of delaying 

heat diffusion, and electric vehicle 

 CHINA FAW CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

WO2022240807 A1 Multi-function three-stage pressure regulator  BAYOTECH, INC. ([US]) 

WO2022238399 A1 Process for producing a porous metallic or ceramic 

component and a component produced with the process 

 FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT 

ZUR FÖRDERUNG DER 

ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG 

E.V. ([DE]) 

HOLLOMET GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022238238 A1 Inductive position determination device for determining a 

position of a movably mounted drive component of an at least 

partially electrically driven vehicle, and method of 

manufacture 

 ETO MAGNETIC GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022238118 A1 Steamer trough for steam treatment drawer  BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022238117 A1 Steamer trough and steam treatment drawer  BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022236930 A1 Balanced vibration reduction gear and multi-target structure 

optimization method for same 

 WUHAN UNIVERSITY OF 

TECHNOLOGY ([CN]) 

WO2022236039 A1 Lightweight stabilized gimbal camera payload for small aerial 

vehicles 

 FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE 

SYSTEMS ([US]) 

WO2022236036 A1 Lightweight high resolution camera payload for small aerial 

vehicles 

 FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE 

SYSTEMS ([US]) 

WO2022235468 A1 Systems and devices for monitoring negative pressure 

devices 

 SAFEHEAL SAS ([FR]) 

WO2022233911 A1 Hybrid gear mechanism with a torque-limiting and shiftable 

clutch 

 ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG ([DE]) 

WO2022233496 A1 An adaptable lattice structure for multi-mission drones  AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE 

GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022233471 A1 Metal structure for a vehicle backrest  FISHER DYNAMICS GERMANY 

GMBH ([DE]) 
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WO2022233470 A1 Metal structure for a vehicle backrest  FISHER DYNAMICS GERMANY 

GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022229410 A2 Wood substrate with a flame-retardant finish  LUFTHANSA TECHNIK AG ([DE]) 

WO2022229356 A1 Aircraft seat module  RECARO AIRCRAFT SEATING 

GMBH & CO. KG ([DE]) 

WO2022229201 A1 Vertical takeoff aircraft  WINGCOPTER GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022229196 A1 Aircraft having a battery block  WINGCOPTER GMBH ([DE]) 

WO2022229043 A1 A masterbatch for upgrading polyesters  NEXAM CHEMICAL AB ([SE]) 

WO2022228737 A1 Arrangement, and method for producing said arrangement  SIEMENS 

AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ([DE]) 

WO2022228146 A1 A seat rail system for a vehicle and a vehicle comprising a 

seat rail system 

 NINGBO GEELY AUTOMOBILE 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

ZHEJIANG GEELY HOLDING 

GROUP CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

WO2022227141 A1 Vehicle-mounted display panel and vehicle device  WUHAN CHINA STAR 

OPTOELECTRONICS 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

WO2022226861 A1 Osteotomy actuator for two-degrees-of-freedom knee joint  SHENYANG INSTITUTE OF 

AUTOMATION, CHINESE 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCES ([CN]) 

WO2022226753 A1 Display module  BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., 

LTD. ([CN]) 

BEIJING BOE SENSOR 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

WO2022226752 A1 Display module and display device  BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., 

LTD. ([CN]) 

BEIJING BOE SENSOR 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ([CN]) 

EP4095318 A1 Method for producing a support structure  Huesker Synthetic GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4094903 A1 Method for determining external interaction forces and / or 

interaction moments of a robot, robot and computer program 

product 

 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und 

Raumfahrt e.V. ([DE]) 

EP4094929 A1 Method for manufacturing a fibre-reinforced plastic product 

and assembly for same 

 Otto Fuchs - 

Kommanditgesellschaft - ([DE]) 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 

Förderung  der angewandten 

Forschung e.V. ([DE]) 

EP4095084 A1 Aerial work platform  Jiangsu XCMG Construction 

Machinery  Research Institute 

Ltd. ([CN]) 

EP4095019 A1 Lightweight chassis for a commercial vehicle  Fahrzeugbau KEMPF GmbH 

([DE]) 

EP4094642 A1 Automatic beverage preparation device  BSH Hausgeräte GmbH ([DE]) 
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EP4094570 A1 Heating device  Schafler-Zorn, Simon ([AT]) 

Schafler-Zorn, Philipp ([AT]) 

Pfeifer, Christian ([AT]) 

EP4095742 A1 Method and system for monitoring an interior space  Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 

([DE]) 

EP4095514 A1 Device and method for determining an adhesive force of a 

semi-finished fiber strip 

 Technische Universität München 

([DE]) 

EP4092225 A2 Three-dimensional, thermoplastically moulded inflatable 

support structures and method of making same 

 Kaiser, Isabelle ([DE]) 

EP4091919 A2 Weight-optimized case structure for commercial vehicles and 

method for its manufacture 

 Sommer GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4092812 A1 Battery pack and electric vehicle  Microvast Power Systems Co., 

Ltd. ([CN]) 

EP4092199 A1 Mast element, in particular leader element, for construction 

machine 

 BAUER Maschinen GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4091437 A1 Method for producing a hydrophilic coating on a 

fluoropolymer material 

 Hueck Folien Gesellschaft 

m.b.H. ([AT]) 

Nowofol Kunststoffprodukte 

GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

EP4089315 A1 Multi-function three-stage pressure regulator  Bayotech, Inc. ([US]) 

EP4088958 A1 Reinforcement structure for a pop-up roof of a leisure vehicle 

and leisure vehicle with such a reinforcement structure 

 Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

EP4088625 A1 Parcel lock for an outer wall of a building or a guard around a 

balcony, a method for delivering a parcel with an unmanned 

aircraft and for inserting a parcel through a parcel lock, outer 

wall of a building and guard for a balcony of a building 

 Schöck Bauteile GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4089819 A1 Battery pack case, battery pack including the same and 

vehicle including battery pack 

 CALB Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 

EP4086232 A1 Raw material composition  Wilhelm Geiger GmbH & Co. KG 

([DE]) 

EP4086305 A1 Thermosetting casting compound, moulded article made 

from same, and method for producing the moulded article 

 Schock GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4086052 A1 Arrangement and method for machining an edge of a 

furniture panel 

 Riepe GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

EP4086079 A1 An adaptable lattice structure for multi-mission drones  Airbus Defence and Space 

GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4086133 A1 Assembly-type car body and rail vehicle  CRRC Qingdao Sifang Co., Ltd. 

([CN]) 

EP4085877 A1 Systems for monitoring negative pressure devices  SafeHeal SAS ([FR]) 

EP4085864 A1 Transmission assembly, drive box, surgical instrument 

system, and robot system 

 Shanghai Microport Medbot 

(Group) Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 

EP4082959 A1 Handling device for an industrial truck  J. Schmalz GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4083122 A1 Polymer foam particle and method for producing the same 

based on polybutylene terephthalate 

 LANXESS Deutschland GmbH 

([DE]) 
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EP4083114 A1 A masterbatch for upgrading polyesters  Nexam Chemical AB ([SE]) 

EP4082829 A1 A seat rail system for a vehicle and a vehicle comprising a 

seat rail system 

 Ningbo Geely Automobile 

Research  & Development Co. 

Ltd. ([CN]) 

Zhejiang Geely Holding Group 

Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 

EP4082695 A1 Machine tool component and method for producing such a 

machine tool component comprising at least a part from an 

amorphous metal 

 Haimer GmbH ([DE]) 

EP4083447 A1 Assembly and method of manufacturing an assembly  Siemens Aktiengesellschaft 

([DE]) 

EP4083343 A1 Fastening element  SAFE Patentverwaltungs- und 

Verwertungs GmbH ([AT]) 

DE102022116178 A1 Lightweight cylinder head  FEV Europe GmbH ([DE]) 

Rheinisch-Westfälische 

Technische Hochschule Aachen, 

Körperschaft des öffentlichen 

Rechts ([DE]) 

DE102022112506 A1 Extinguishing arrangement and method for extinguishing or 

cooling a parked or parked vehicle 

 Amann Marcel ([CH]) 

Niederberger Anton ([CH]) 

DE102022108960 A1 Sheet metal assembly with reinforcing elements with a 

predetermined drawing depth 

 GM GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY 

OPERATIONS LLC ([US]) 

DE102022100219 A1 Weight-optimized box body for commercial vehicles and 

method for the production thereof 

 SOMMER GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021129989 A1 Axial flux machine, method for producing an axial flux 

machine and geared motor unit 

 Schaeffler Technologies AG & 

Co. KG ([DE]) 

DE102021113373 A1 Holding and/or fastening device for a suspension device  Goldschmitt techmobil GmbH 

([DE]) 

DE102021113067 A1 Impact beam  Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche 

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE102021113340 A1 Method for loading and/or unloading a vertically takeoff and 

landing aircraft with one or more objects and aircraft 

 Volocopter GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021112765 A1 Vehicle part structure for a stowage space of a vehicle body  Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche 

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE102021112972 A1 Lighting device for a motor vehicle  HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA ([DE]) 

DE102022123448 A1 Bag for protecting a camera  B & F Oberwerth GmbH & Co. KG 

([DE]) 

DE102022204221 A1 Drive arrangement  Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit 

beschränkter Haftung ([DE]) 

DE102022111822 A1 Non-destructive evaluation system for inspecting welded and 

soldered joints 

 Ford Global Technologies, LLC 

([US]) 

University of Windsor ([CA]) 

DE102021112714 A1 Semi-hollow self-piercing rivet, a self-piercing rivet connection 

consisting of at least two components by means of the semi-

 Böllhoff Verbindungstechnik 

GmbH ([DE]) 



 
 

 

Publication numbers English title  Current assignees 

hollow self-piercing rivet, a production method for the semi-

hollow self-piercing rivet and a method for connecting the 

components to the semi-hollow self-piercing rivet 

DE102021112720 A1 2-dimensional movable linear or rotary table  Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & 

Co KG ([DE]) 

DE102021204842 A1 Method for producing corrosion-resistant material 

connections 

 Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit 

beschränkter Haftung ([DE]) 

DE102021204741 A1 Method for producing a porous metallic or ceramic 

component and component produced according to said 

method 

 Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 

Förderung der angewandten 

Forschung eingetragener Verein 

([DE]) 

hollomet GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021204742 A1 Steamer tray for steam treatment drawer  BSH Hausgeräte GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021112296 A1 Parcel lock for an outer wall of a building or a bypass of a 

balcony, method for delivering a parcel with an unmanned 

aircraft and for locking the parcel through a parcel lock, outer 

wall of a building and bypass for a balcony of a building 

 Schöck Bauteile GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021112401 A1 Exhaust system for a motor vehicle, and production method 

for an exhaust system of a motor vehicle 

 Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche 

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE102021112544 A1 Method for producing a fibre-reinforced plastic product and 

installation therefor 

 Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 

Förderung der angewandten 

Forschung eingetragener Verein 

([DE]) 

OTTO FUCHS 

Kommanditgesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE102021112345 A1 Inductive position determining device for determining a 

position of a movably mounted drive component of an at least 

partially electrically driven vehicle and production method 

 ETO MAGNETIC GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021112326 A1 Cylinder housing and engine block for an internal combustion 

engine 

 VOLKSWAGEN 

AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT ([DE]) 

DE102021204700 A1 Side door of a motor vehicle  Brose Fahrzeugteile SE & Co. 

Kommanditgesellschaft, 

Bamberg ([DE]) 

DE102021129986 A1 Arrangement and method for machining an edge of a 

furniture panel 

 Riepe GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

DE102021204583 A1 Hybrid transmission with torque limiting and/or shiftable 

clutch 

 ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE]) 

DE102021116294 A1 Mounting rail for an aircraft, aircraft cabin and aircraft 

provided therewith 

 Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE]) 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur 

Förderung der angewandten 

Forschung eingetragener Verein 

([DE]) 

DE102021112191 A1 Stiffening structure for a standing roof of a recreational 

vehicle and recreational vehicle with such a stiffening 

 Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 
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structure 

DE102021111484 A1 Raw material composition  Wilhelm Geiger GmbH & Co. KG 

([DE]) 

DE102021111186 A1 Machine tool component and method for producing such a 

machine tool component 

 Haimer GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021111074 A1 Flame-retardant wood substrate  Lufthansa Technik 

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE102021111077 A1 Method for operating a fuel cell unit, fuel cell unit, 

temperature control module and kit 

 Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und 

Raumfahrt e.V. ([DE]) 

DE102021111193 A1 Method for processing oil palm stems to produce wood 

products 

 Moehringer Palmwood GmbH 

([DE]) 

DE102021111384 A1 Curable casting material, moulded body produced therefrom 

and method for producing the moulded body 

 Schock GmbH ([DE]) 

DE102021204205 A1 Method for producing a multi-component gear  Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit 

beschränkter Haftung ([DE]) 

DE102021002234 A1 Three-dimensional thermoplastically molded inflatable 

support structures and methods of making same 

 Kaiser Isabelle ([DE]) 

DE102021111030 A1 Multi-stage braking device for aircraft high lift systems  Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg 

GmbH ([DE]) 

DE202022001985 U1 Regulating device for regulating the flow of water  Wenko-Wenselaar GmbH & Co. 

Kommanditgesellschaft ([DE]) 

DE202021103669 U1 Support for shelves  Gebrüder Schulte GmbH & Co. 

KG ([DE]) 

DE202022103708 U1 Suspension element for an anchor plate of a side crash 

protection device, anchor plate for a side crash protection 

device and system comprising an anchor plate and a 

suspension element 

 HAKOS GmbH ([DE]) 

DE202022103367 U1 Length-adjustable auditory ossicles prosthesis with in-situ 

extension from the head plate 

 Heinz Kurz GmbH ([DE]) 

DE202021103394 U1 Identification carrier  Phoenix Contact GmbH & Co. KG 

([DE]) 

US20220376338 A1 Sheet metal assembly having one stiffening members with a 

predetermined draw depth 

 GM Global Technology 

Operations LLC ([US]) 

US20220373419 A1 Device for measuring relative heights and inclination sensor  HEXAGON TECHNOLOGY 

CENTER GMBH ([CH]) 

US20220372898 A1 Internal combustion engine with improved oil pump 

arrangement 

 ASF Technologies ( Australia ) 

Pty Ltd ([AU]) 

US20220372798 A1 Method for performing a functional movement of a secondary 

function of an electric door handle 

 HS Products Engineering GmbH 

([DE]) 

US20220371481 A1 Child seat, a vehicle door structure, a child seat system, and a 

method for operating a child seat system 

 Ningbo Geely Automobile 

Research & Development Co., 

Ltd. ([CN]) 

Zhejiang Geely Holding Group 

Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 
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US20220371362 A1 Selective flex zone climbing wheel  Mantaro Networks, Inc. ([US]) 

Collaborative Intelligence Pvt. 

Ltd. ([IN]) 

US20220371430 A1 Device for Closing a Motor Vehicle Cooling Module  HBPO GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220376647 A1 Noise control device  WAKONIG Martin ([AT]) 

US20220373025 A1 Bearing structure component  Vibracoustic SE ([DE]) 

US20220371935 A1 Methods and systems for press bending two or more plies of 

glass 

 Corning Incorporated ([US]) 

US20220371662 A1 Pillar having variable strength  MAGNA INTERNATIONAL INC. 

([CA]) 

US20220373007 A1 Anchor point  SFS Group International AG 

([CH]) 

US20220371240 A1 An automated in-mold label handling and product unloading 

device for a use with a plastic material injection molding 

machine 

 MOENS Wilhelmus Canisius 

Franciscus ([NL]) 

US20220373054 A1 Flexible spring element made of a fibre-reinforced plastics 

composite material 

 DANTO Invention GmbH & Co. 

KG ([DE]) 

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220372256 A1 Method for producing a rubber-plastic composite  Continental Reifen Deutschland 

GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220363116 A1 Battery pack case, battery pack including the same and 

vehicle including battery pack 

 CALB Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 

US20220363019 A1 Octogrid constructions and applications utilizing double-

double laminate structures 

 The Board of Trustees of the 

Leland Stanford Junior 

University ([US]) 

US20220361700 A1 Parcel chute for an outer wall of a building or an enclosure of 

a balcony, method for delivering a parcel using an unmanned 

aircraft and for guiding the parcel through a parcel chute, 

outer wall of a building and enclosure for a balcony of a 

building 

 Schöck Bauteile GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220364503 A1 Internal combustion engine  ASF Technologies (Australia) Pty 

Ltd ([AU]) 

US20220363216 A1 Pedestrian Protection Device for a Motor Vehicle  Bayerische Motoren Werke 

Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

US20220355951 A1 Lightweight high resolution camera payload for small aerial 

vehicles 

 FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE 

SYSTEMS ([US]) 

US20220355950 A1 Lightweight stabilized gimbal camera payload for small aerial 

vehicles 

 FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE 

SYSTEMS ([US]) 

US20220355111 A1 Stereognosis training system and method for patients with 

chronic stroke, spinal cord injury or neuropathy 

 Board of Regents, The University 

of Texas System ([US]) 

US20220355017 A1 Systems and devices for monitoring negative pressure 

devices 

 SafeHeal SAS ([FR]) 

US20220355831 A1 Chassis for a Rail Vehicle  Siemens Mobility Austria GmbH 

([AT]) 
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US20220355830 A1 Tube section for evacuated tube transport system  TATA STEEL NEDERLAND 

TECHNOLOGY B.V. ([NL]) 

US20220355614 A1 Folding Wheel and Portable Appliance  PERTEC ELECTRONICS 

COMPANY LIMITED ([CN]) 

US20220348733 A1 Polymer foam particles and process for production thereof 

based on polybutylene terephthalate 

 LANXESS Performance 

Materials GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220348434 A1 Ergonomic tape holder and method of use thereof  Roque David ([US]) 

US20220347763 A1 Machine tool component and method for producing the 

machine tool component 

 Haimer GmbH ([DE]) 

US20220347337 A1 Apparatus, method and system to provide safe meeting 

spaces for face-to-face communication and in-person events 

 NORRIS Daniel ([GB]) 

US20220348439 A1 Brake device  Inventio AG ([CH]) 

US20220347896 A1 Foam bead, molded article formed of a plurality of foam 

beads, and method for producing foam beads 

 SEITNER Rouven ([DE]) 

US20220347882 A1 Method for producing an additively manufactured product 

from a mineral starting material by means of direct laser 

sintering, and lightweight part produced by means of said 

method 

 ING3D GmbH ([DE]) 

  



 
 

 

A building element comprising a foam glass kernel coated with fiber cement and a method 
thereof 

WO2022243532 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

FOAMROX AS ([NO]) 

 

Inventors 

JI, Guomin ([NO]) 

SADAT, Baktash ([NO]) 

RAFFEA, Yaser ([NO]) 

ABUKAR, Abdiaziz Saeed ([NO]) 

 

Priority data including date 

NO20210633 2021-05-21 [2021NO-0000633] 

 IPC - International classification 

C03C-017/00* |C04B-028/02 |E04C-002/04 

E04C-002/26 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C04B-028/02 |E04C-002/04/4 |E04C-002/26 

C04B-2111/00612 |C03C-017/00/7* |C03C-

2218/365 

C04B-2111/00482 | 

 
 Family 

 WO2022/243532  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The resent invention is related to building elements 

comprising foam glass elements of a defined shape and size 

wherein at least one surface is covered with fiber cement 

made from a cement formula providing increased crack 

resistance and minimal shrinking during curing of the fiber 

cement. 
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Linear or rotary table which can be moved in two dimensions 
WO2022243249 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

PHYSIK INSTRUMENTE (PI) GMBH & CO. KG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

KOC, Burhanettin ([DE]) 

KAPELKE, Simon ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112720 2021-05-17 [2021DE-10112720] 

 IPC - International classification 

H02N-002/02* |H02N-002/10 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

H02N-002/02/8* |H02N-002/02/5 |H02N-

002/10/8 

 
 Family 

 WO2022/243249  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The present invention relates to a linear or rotary table which 

can be moved in two dimensions, with a stator and at least 

one upper rotor plate which can be moved in two independent 

translational directions or two independent rotary directions 

with respect to the stator, and at least two piezo-electric linear 

drives for moving the upper rotor plate in the two translational 

or rotary directions. Here, a middle rotor plate is provided 

which is arranged between the stator and the upper rotor 

plate. The at least two piezo-electric linear drives are in each 

case fastened to the stator, in order to move the upper rotor 

plate in the two translational directions or two rotary 

directions. At least one piezo-electric linear drive which is 

fastened to the stator is in contact with the upper rotor plate 

through an opening in the middle rotor plate, in order to move 

the upper rotor plate in a first translational or rotary direction. 

The at least two piezo-electric linear drives are preferably 

configured as piezo-electric frictional contact drives. 
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Method for the production of a hydrophilic coating of a fluoropolymer material 
WO2022243162 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

HUECK FOLIEN GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. ([AT]) 

NOWOFOL KUNSTSTOFFPRODUKTE GMBH & CO. KG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

HÖLLMÜLLER, Alexander ([AT]) 

LORRET, Olivier ([AT]) 

LINDMEIR, Thomas ([AT]) 

FREUTSMIEDL, Andreas ([DE]) 

VON GROSSMANN, Ulrich ([DE]) 
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 WO2022/243162  A1 2022-11-24                

 
 The invention relates to a method for preparing a hydrophilic coating of a fluoropolymer material, preferably a fluoropolymer 

film, comprising the following steps: providing an aqueous dispersion of silicate nanoparticles, applying the silicate 

dispersion to the fluoropolymer material, and drying the applied coating, whereby a coated fluoropolymer material having a 

contact angle with water below 30° is obtained. The fluoropolymer material coated in this way is extremely weather-resistant 

and has a long service life. 
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 WO2022/243055  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to a drive assembly for a vehicle which 

is operated using muscle power and/or a motor, comprising: 

an L-shaped frame interface (3), said L-shaped frame 

interface (3) having a base (31), a lateral wall (32), and an 

open face (66) lying opposite the base (31); and a drive unit 

(2), wherein the drive unit (2) can be installed via the open 

face (66) of the frame interface (3), in particular horizontally, 

and is releasably secured to the base (31) of the frame 

interface (3). 
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 WO2022/243002  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to a mast element, in particular a leader 

element, for a building machine, with an elongate hollow mast 

profile which, at a front side, is provided along a mast 

longitudinal direction with two guide strips through which a 

linear guide for a mast carriage is formed along the front side. 

According to the invention, provision is made that at least one 

guide strip is designed as part of a guide profile on which at 

least one connection web is formed in one piece with the 

guide strip, which connection web extends away from the 

guide strip, and that, in order to form the hollow mast profile, 

elongate wall elements are provided which, together with the 

at least one connection web, form the hollow mast profile and 

enclose an inner cavity of the mast profile. 
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 The aim of the present invention is: to provide an 

extinguishing assembly for a vehicle, which extinguishing 

assembly surrounds the vehicle or electric vehicle in event of 

fire or as needed in such a way that fire extinguishant is used 

in a direct way and only within a limited space; to surround or 

flood the vehicle and therefore the fire source as needed up 

to completely with fire extinguishant; and additionally to 

prevent arbitrary or uncontrolled drainage of the fire 

extinguishant and to limit parking as little as possible at the 

same time. This aim is achieved in that an extinguishing 

assembly for parked vehicles (1), in particular for electric 

vehicles, is provided, wherein: the relevant vehicle (1) is 

parked or can be parked in a parking space (2); a wall 

assembly (3) can be erected around the vehicle and is 

designed to at least laterally surround or enclose the vehicle 

(1) so as to receive and/or retain fire extinguishant (4) at least 

in the enclosed area and to surround and/or flood the vehicle 

(1) at least partially with the fire extinguishant (4); the wall 

assembly (3), starting from a standby position, is designed to 

at least laterally enclose the vehicle (1) in a demand position, 

characterised in that - in the standby position, at least regions 

or portions of the wall assembly (3) are countersunk in the 

parking space (2) or the wall assembly is arranged laterally 

below the parking space, and, by means of an actuator or by 

being filled, the wall assembly can be slid, drawn, rolled 

and/or unfolded out of the parking space (2) or to the side of 

the parking space (2) vertically or upwards into the demand 

position; or - in that the wall assembly (3) in a mobile variant 
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comprises at least two modules (12), wherein the modules 

(12) each have a base profile (17) resting on the parking 

space (2) and the at least two modules (12) extend from the 

base profile (17) upwards in the form of a wall and are pre-

assembled, wherein the at least two modules (12) can be 

moved or lifted, from the standby position, laterally around the 

vehicle (1) into the demand position and can be placed onto 

the parking space (2) and can be interconnected. 
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 WO2022/242084  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The present invention relates to the technical field of thermal 

runaway of batteries. Disclosed are a quick-change power 

battery assembly capable of delaying heat diffusion, and an 

electric vehicle. The quick-change power battery assembly 

comprises at least one battery module arranged in an 

accommodating cavity of a lower box body assembly, cross 

beams are respectively arranged on two sides of the battery 

module, and integrated baffles and elastic devices are 

arranged at two ends of the battery module, respectively. 

Disclosed in the present invention are a quick-change power 

battery assembly capable of delaying heat diffusion, and an 

electric vehicle, so that quick replacement of a battery module 

can be realized, and time is saved. Moreover, a harmful 

battery module can be separated from the whole vehicle in 

the first time when thermal runaway of the battery happens, 

so that the property safety of passengers is effectively 

ensured, the thermal runaway of the battery is effectively 

delayed, the safety of the battery assembly is ensured, the 

lightweight design of the assembly is realized, and the 

research and development cost is reduced. 
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 WO2022/240807  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 An integrated pressure regulator is provided with three stages 

configured to reduce an extreme tank pressure down to a 

typical working pressure. The regulator is configured to 

supply a steady working pressure until the tank pressure is 

reduced to little more than the working pressure itself. Stages 

of the pressure regulator are integrated into a body and 

arranged to minimize regulator mass and volume. A 

thermally-triggered pressure relief device may be included 

with a triggering time adapted to enhance the safety of 

smaller cylinders that may be used, e.g., in aerial applications. 
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 WO2022/238399  A1 2022-11-17                

 
 In the process an open-cell polymeric foam body is provided with a metallic coating or coating at the surfaces of cell walls 

of the foam body. At the surface regions of the semifinished product a suspension formed with metallic or ceramic particles 

and which additionally contains gas bubbles is brought into contact with the surface of the foam body and into a 

predetermined shape. A portion of this suspension penetrates into open cells of the foam body. This is followed by a thermal 

treatment in which the liquid is driven out, polymeric components are removed and a sintering is subsequently performed. A 

first volume region comprising the metal or the ceramic deriving from the suspension and having a lower porosity is formed. 

A second volume region which is likewise porous and has been formed with the metal or the ceramic from the coating of the 

cell walls of the semifinished product with the metal or ceramic of the suspension is formed adjacent to this first volume 

region. The second volume region is joined to the third volume region obtained from the coated foam body. 
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 WO2022/238238  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to an inductive position determination 

device (38), in particular an inductive angular position 

determination device, for determining a position and/or a 

movement of a movably mounted drive component (10), 

comprising: the drive component (10) which is formed from 

at least substantially at least electrically nonconductive 

materials, and an encoder element (12) which is in particular 

at least integrated in the drive component (10) and/or 

mounted on the drive component (10), moves along with a 

movement of the drive component (10) and is formed from a 

metallic, at least substantially nonmagnetic and at least 

substantially electrically conductive material, wherein the 

encoder element (12) is provided for interacting with a sensor 

module (14) for the purpose of position determination, and 

wherein a density of the material of the encoder element (12) 

is substantially greater than an, in particular average, density 

of the drive component (10). 
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 WO2022/238118  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a steamer trough (20) which is 

designed to be used in a steam treatment drawer (5) and 

includes: a trough part (20a) which has a supply opening 

(20b) at the top that is surrounded by an upper edge (21) of 

the trough part (20a), said upper edge (21) having a shape 

which projects outwards laterally beyond a lateral wall (31) of 

the trough part (20a); and a seal (32) which covers the upper 

face of the upper edge (21), said seal (32) being removable 

from the upper edge (21). 
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 WO2022/238117  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a steamer trough (51) which is 

designed to be used in a steam treatment drawer (5), having 

a trough part (20a) with a supply opening (20b) at the top and 

a steam inlet adapter (25) which is arranged on the exterior of 

the trough part (20a). At least one sub-region of the trough 

part (20a) and/or the steam inlet adapter (25) is provided in 

the form of a plastic injection molded part, and at least one 

sensor component (52A, 52B) of a sensor is molded into at 

least one plastic injection molded part. A steam cooking 

device (5, 9) with a steam treatment drawer (5), said steam 

treatment drawer being movable horizontally out of a drawer 

housing (9), has a steamer trough (51), which can be inserted 

into the steam treatment drawer (5) from above, and a 

controller (6), which is coupled to a sensor element, in 

particular a temperature sensor, of the at least one sensor 

and which is designed to control the operation of the 

evaporator (12-14) on the basis of sensor measurement 

values detected by means of the at least one sensor element. 

The invention can be used in a particularly advantageous 

manner on multi-cavity domestic appliances with an 

additional cooking appliance, for example an oven, arranged 

over a steam cooking device with a steam treatment drawer. 
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 WO2022/236930  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 Disclosed in the present invention are a balanced vibration 

reduction gear and a multi-target structure optimization 

method for same, the balanced vibration reduction gear 

comprising a gear body, an elastic assembly, a counterweight 

assembly and a weight reducing assembly, wherein the gear 

body comprises a gear hub, a gear web and a gear outer ring, 

the gear web is sleeved outside the gear hub, and the gear 

outer ring is sleeved outside the gear web; the elastic 

assembly is arranged between the gear hub and the gear web; 

and the counterweight assembly and the weight reducing 

assembly are arranged on the gear web. The present 

invention solves the problems of a complicated production 

process and a limited installation space of a balanced 

vibration reduction gear, improves the universal capacity of 

the balanced vibration reduction gear, and has the 

characteristic of reducing the manufacturing cost of the 

balanced vibration reduction gear. 
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 WO2022/236039  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 A gimbal configured to be implemented in an unmanned 

aerial system. The gimbal includes a payload interface; an 

end effector; a structure that includes composite skins, an 

internal structure, and integrated seals; integrated drive 

components; and at least one computer, where excess heat 

generated by the at least one computer is disposed of through 

a heat transfer surface integrated into the composite skin of 

the gimbal. 
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 WO2022/236036  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 A camera payload configured for attachment to an unmanned 

aerial system with a payload interface. The camera payload 

includes a payload interface that includes a configuration that 

is structured and arranged to provide tool-free mechanical 

retention, electrical connections for power, and electrical 

connections for data; at least one camera mounted in the 

camera payload; at least one composite skin and at least one 

internal structure; at least one sealable and removable 

camera window retained on an outside of the camera 

payload; and at least one computer arranged within the 

camera payload. 
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 WO2022/235468  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The present disclosure provides systems and devices for 

monitoring the pressure within a negative pressure system, 

such as a suction cannister. In one aspect, the system 

includes an anchor configured for positioning within an 

intestine of the patient at the anastomosis site and a source 

of negative pressure, such as a suction cannister, fluidly 

coupled to the anchor. A portable alarm device is coupled to 

the suction cannister and includes a trigger for detecting the 

pressure therein. A signal device emits a signal when this 

pressure is above a threshold level to ensure that the anchor 

remains securely in contact with the walls of the intestines at 

the anastomosis site. The alarm device includes a handle to 

allow a patient to grasp and carry the suction cannister, 

providing critical patient mobility during the recovery period. 
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 WO2022/233911  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to a hybrid gear mechanism (2) with a 

branching point (13) that is connected, via a connector (4) to 

which an internal combustion engine (3) can be connected, to 

an electric motor (16) and an output drive (11) so as to be able 

to transmit torque, wherein a first clutch (6) is positioned 

between the connector (4) and the branching point (13) and a 

second clutch (14) is positioned between the electric motor 

(16) and the output drive (11), and said first clutch (6) and 

second clutch (14) each limit a transmissible torque, and are 

shiftable. The invention also relates to a vehicle (1) 

comprising an internal combustion engine (3) and the hybrid 

gear mechanism (2), said internal combustion engine (3) 

being connected to the connector (4). 
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 An adaptable lattice structure (110, 120, 130, 140) for a an 

Unmanned Aerial System, UAS, comprising: a plurality of 

lattice voxels (100, 102), wherein each lattice voxel (100, 102) 

comprises: a plurality of same shape elements (10, 12); 

wherein each same shape element (10, 12) comprises a 

plurality of connector elements (20), wherein the plurality of 

connector elements (20) are configured to temporarily couple 

a first same shape element (10) to at least a second same 

shape element (12); wherein the plurality of same shape 

elements (10, 12) are configured to be temporarily coupled so 

as to form a three dimensional lattice voxel (100); and 

wherein at least one of the connector elements (20) on a first 

lattice voxel (100) is configured to temporarily couple the first 

lattice voxel (100) to a second lattice voxel (102) after the 

formation of the first lattice voxel (100) and the second lattice 

voxel (102). 
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 WO2022/233471  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to a backrest (12) in which a closed box 

(30) is created in a multi-wall design, in particular a double-

wall design by shaping-joining. According to the invention, 

two walls or panels (24; 26; 28) are each provided with at least 

one deep-drawn pot (32; 34; 40), the pots lying against each 

other and being joined to one another by shaping. The 

invention also relates to a metal structure (22) for the 

backrest (12) as well as to a vehicle (10) comprising the 

backrest (12). The invention further relates to a process for 

manufacturing the metal structure (22). 
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 WO2022/233470  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The present invention relates to a backrest (12) in which a 

closed box (30) is created by a multi-wall, in particular double-

wall, design. Between two walls or panels (26; 28) there is 

situated a frame (24) preferably produced from U-profiles 

(44). 
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 WO2022/229410  A2 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a wood substrate with a flame-

retardant finish, characterized in that the wood substrate is 

provided with a clear coating, is impregnated and/or is 

provided with a filling primer including a flame retardant, 

containing at least one compound selected from phosphorus 

compounds, and is also provided with a paint layer. The 

invention also relates to a method for producing a wood 

substrate with a flame-retardant finish. 
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 WO2022/229356  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to an aircraft seat module which forms 

an aircraft seat region (26, 30), comprising an aircraft seat 

(42) which is designed to be installed at an angle ɑ of 30° to 

80°, preferably 45° to 65°, in an aircraft cabin (12) and which 

has at least one base frame (50) and a kinematic unit (52); a 

housing unit (58) that comprises a first housing element (60) 

which at least party delimits the aircraft seat region (26) in the 

region of the aircraft seat (42) and a second housing element 

(62) which at least partly delimits the aircraft seat region (26) 

at least in the region in front of the aircraft seat (42); an 

ottoman (68) which provides a foot rest region (70); and a 

console unit (64) which forms at least one stowing and/or 

storage region (74) of the aircraft seat region (26). According 

to the invention, the aircraft seat (42) is combined into a 

separate 16-G module (86), and the second housing element 

(62), the ottoman (68), and the console unit (64) are combined 

into a separate 9G module (88), wherein the 16G module (86) 

and the 9G module (88) are designed to be secured to a cabin 

floor (32) separately from each other. 
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 WO2022/229201  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a vertical takeoff aircraft (1) having 

two wings arranged on an aircraft fuselage (2) of the aircraft 

(1). Along each wing (3), in each case at least one pivoting 

drive unit (5) is arranged pivotably on the wings. The at least 

one pivoting drive device (5) can be brought into a vertical 

flying position and into a horizontal flying position. In the 

vertical flying position, the pivoting drive units (5) generate an 

uplift necessary for a vertical flying movement of the aircraft 

(1) and, in the horizontal flying position, a propulsion 

necessary for a horizontal flying movement of the aircraft (1). 

On each wing (3), at least one vertical drive unit (6) is arranged 

rigidly in a vertical flying position. 
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 WO2022/229196  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to an aircraft (1) having a battery block 

(2) for supplying the aircraft (1) with energy. The battery block 

(2) is arrangeable within a battery compartment (4) of the 

aircraft (1). The battery compartment (4) is arranged within a 

volume formed by a fuselage (5) of the aircraft (1) and is 

accessible from the outside through a receiving opening (6) 

in the fuselage (5). The battery block (2) is introducible into 

the battery compartment (4) through the receiving opening 

(6). When the aircraft (1) is used as intended, the receiving 

opening (6) is arranged on an upwardly facing top side (7) of 

the fuselage (5). The battery block (2) is insertable into the 

battery compartment (4) by the battery block (2) being moved 

along an introduction axis (9) oriented substantially parallel 

to the direction of gravitational force (8). The battery block (2) 

has a handle device (17), which, when the battery block (2) 

has been inserted properly into the battery compartment (4), 

is accessible from outside the aircraft (1). 
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 WO2022/229043  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 A masterbatch for improving the melt rheology of a 

thermoplastic polyester. The masterbatch comprises a 

polyanhydride, a secondary antioxidant, and at least one 

thermoplastic carrier. In the masterbatch, the weight ratio of 

the polyanhydride and the secondary antioxidant is 5:1 to 1:5.   
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 WO2022/228737  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 In order to produce a material combination from a tubular 

fiber-reinforced plastic part (10) and a metal part (20), the 

metal part (20) includes a sleeve (21) that surrounds the 

plastic part, is pressed onto the plastic part (10) by means of 

cold gas dynamic spraying, and forms an interlocking 

connection by undergoing a deformation. 
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 WO2022/228146  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 A seat rail system for a vehicle. The seat rail system 

comprises an upper rail and a stationary lower rail attached 

to a floor structure of the vehicle. The upper rail is configured 

for being attached to a vehicle seat and movably arranged in 

relation to the lower rail in a longitudinal vehicle direction. The 

seat rail system further comprises an elongated load member 

attached to the lower rail, and the load member is extending 

through the floor structure. The upper rail comprises a front 

rail structure and a rear rail structure. The load member is 

extending into a lower portion of the front rail structure and 

into a lower portion of the rear rail structure. 
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 WO2022/227141  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 Disclosed in the present application are a vehicle-mounted 

display panel and a vehicle device. The vehicle-mounted 

display panel comprises a backplate, a first display panel and 

a second display panel. Two opposite sides of the backplate 

are provided with a first slot and a second slot, and the first 

display panel and the second display panel are respectively 

mounted in the first slot and the second slot, so as to increase 

the integration level of the first display panel and the second 

display panel, thereby being beneficial for reducing a 

mounting space and realizing a lightweight design of a 

vehicle. 
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 WO2022/226861  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The present invention relates to an osteotomy actuator for a 

two-degrees-of-freedom knee joint. The osteotomy actuator 

comprises a Y-direction moving mechanism, an X-direction 

moving mechanism, a six-dimensional force sensor and a 

bone cutting tool, wherein the Y-direction moving mechanism 

is provided with a Y-direction driving assembly, a Y-direction 

frame body and a Y-direction sliding seat, and the Y-direction 

sliding seat is slidably connected to the Y-direction frame 

body and is driven to move by the Y-direction driving 

assembly; the X-direction moving mechanism comprises an 

X-direction driving assembly, an X-direction frame body and 

an X-direction sliding seat, the X-direction frame body is 

fixedly connected to the Y-direction sliding seat, and the X-

direction sliding seat is slidably connected to the X-direction 

frame body and is driven to move by the X-direction driving 

assembly; and the bone cutting tool is mounted on the X-

direction sliding seat, and the six-dimensional force sensor is 

arranged between the bone cutting tool and the X-direction 

sliding seat. In the present invention, the displacement of the 

bone cutting tool can be accurately controlled, and precise 

force and force feedback of the bone cutting tool can be 

obtained, such that a system can be assisted in completing 

the online planning of a bone cutting trajectory and the 

tracking of the bone cutting trajectory. 
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 WO2022/226753  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The present disclosure provides a display module, and 

belongs to the technical field of display. The display module 

of the present disclosure comprises a display base plate, a 

flexible circuit board, and a near-field communication 

antenna. The display base plate is provided with a display 

area and a bundling area. The display base plate comprises: 

a first substrate; and first wiring which is disposed on the first 

substrate and which extends from the display area to the 

bundling area. The flexible circuit board comprises: a second 

substrate, which comprises a first surface and a second 

surface arranged opposite to one another; second wiring and 

third wiring which are disposed on the first surface; and fourth 

wiring disposed on the second surface. A first end of the first 

wiring is electrically connected to a first end of the second 

wiring, and a second end of the first wiring is electrically 

connected to a first end of the fourth wiring by means of a 

first via running through the second substrate; a second end 

of the fourth wiring is connected to a first end of the third 

wiring by means of a second via running through the second 

substrate; and when the flexible circuit board is folded, the 

first wiring, the second wiring, the third wiring, and the fourth 

wiring form the near-field communication antenna. 
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 WO2022/226752  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 A display module and a display device, relating to the 

technical field of display. The display module comprises a 

display substrate (1), a flexible printed circuit board (2), and a 

near field communication antenna; the display substrate (1) 

has a display area (Q1) and a peripheral area (Q2); at least 

part of the structure of the near field communication antenna 

is located on the peripheral area (Q2) of the display substrate 

(1) and the flexible printed circuit board (2). 
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 EP4095318  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for producing a supporting 

structure (10), in particular for supporting and/or securing an 

abrupt change in terrain of artificial or natural origin, wherein 

a plurality of supporting bodies (14 a-14 e) which are 

positioned one above the other in layers are produced by 

means of a slipform paver (12). 
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 EP4094903  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 Method for determining external interaction forces and/or 

interaction moments of a robot (100) with the aid of at least 

one real force and/or moment sensor and a virtual model of 

the at least one force and/or moment sensor, wherein the at 

least one real force and/or moment sensor is modelled as a 

passive mechanically bound joint (112) together with robot 

dynamics and robot kinematics, as well as robots (100) and 

computer program product for carrying out such a method. 
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 EP4094929  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for producing a fibre-

reinforced plastic product (2), comprising the following steps: 

a) providing a preform (3) formed from fibres and introducing 

the preform (3) into a moulding tool (4), b) providing a 

flowable filler-particle-resin mixture 20 for injecting it into the 

moulding tool 4 containing the preform 3, c) supplying the 

filler-particle-resin mixture 20 to the injection point or 

injection points 6, 6.1 of the moulding tool 4 containing the 

preform 3, and d) curing the preform 3 impregnated with the 

filler-particle-resin mixture 20. 

The preparation of the filler-particle-resin mixture takes place 

with the supply of energy by mixing the filler particles in the 

flowable resin with a mechanical agitator introducing 

shearing forces for homogenization and dispersion. 

Ultrasonic action is provided for fine dispersion. 

The invention also relates to a system (1) for producing a 

fibre-reinforced plastic product. 
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 EP4095084  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 The present disclosure relates to an aerial work vehicle, 

comprising a vehicle body (10), a first leg (20), a second leg 

(30) and a drive device (40), the first leg (20) and the second 

leg (30) being respectively rotatably connected with the 

vehicle body (10), the drive device (40) being movably 

mounted on the vehicle body (10), the drive device (40) being 

connected between the first leg (20) and the second leg (30) 

and configured to drive the first leg (20) and the second leg 

(30) to rotate away from a midline of the vehicle body (10) or 

rotate back towards the midline of the vehicle body (10). The 

present disclosure can effectively reduce the weight of the 

legs and improve the adaptability of the legs to different 

working conditions.   
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 EP4095019  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 Chassis for a commercial vehicle, in particular for its 

semitrailer, the chassis having at least two carrier profiles 

which run at least partially parallel to the longitudinal direction 

of the chassis and are arranged at a distance from one 

another in a width direction of the chassis, the chassis having 

a first front region and a second rear region in the longitudinal 

direction. 

According to the invention, each support profile consists in 

the front region in a first section of a first material with a first 

density and in the second region in a second section of a 

second material with a second, lower density.   
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 EP4094642  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 The invention relates to a drinks machine (1) comprising a 

removable container (2) for receiving, in particular, a liquid 

and a printed circuit board (3) which is arranged on the drinks 

machine (1) and on which a first reed switch (4) and a second 

reed switch (5) arranged parallel thereto are arranged. 

A first magnet (6) with a first pair of magnetic poles and a 

second magnet (7) with a second pair of magnetic poles 

oriented orthogonally thereto are arranged on the container 

(2). the first magnet (6) interacts with the first reed switch (4) 

and the second magnet (7) interacts with the second reed 

switch (5). 

As a result, the presence of the container (2) and a required 

amount of care agent for a care process can be detected in a 

manner optimized in terms of installation space and 

complexity. 
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 EP4094570  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 Heating device (1) for the exterior with a heating unit which 

can be filled with fuel and which comprises a heating body (2) 

which delimits a combustion chamber (3) and air inlets (40, 

41, 42) for supplying air into the combustion chamber (3), 

wherein - the heating body (2) has on its upper side a filling 

opening (5) for filling with fuel (6), wherein during operation 

the fuel (6) can be ignited in the upper region of the 

combustion chamber (3) and the combustion takes place 

from top to bottom, - the air inlets (40, 41, 42) are arranged in 

vertical rows, wherein at least one air inlet row (50, 51) is 

arranged on the front side (7) of the heating body (2) and at 

least one air inlet row (52) is arranged on the rear side (8), and 

- the at least one air inlet row (51, 52) of the front side (7) and 

the at least one air inlet row (52) of the rear side (8) are 

arranged offset in height. 
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 Family 

 EP4095742  A1 2022-11-30                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for monitoring a state 

and/or a process in an interior space (300) by means of a 

flight system (1), wherein the flight system (1) comprises a 

base station (200) and a flying drone (100) with a flying 

weight below 250 g, the method comprising the steps of: a) 

performing one or more autonomous reconnaissance flights 

with the aerial drone (100), wherein a camera (180) integrated 

into the aerial drone (100) is used to generate a three-

dimensional object model of the interior space (300), b) 

performing one or more autonomous monitoring flights, 

wherein an additional sensor (181) integrated into the aerial 

drone is used to measure a physical property in the interior 

space (300) in a spatially resolved manner. 

The invention also relates to a monitoring system for 

autonomously carrying out the monitoring method. 
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 EP4091919  A2 2022-11-23                 
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 EP4092812  A1 2022-11-23                 

 
 Provided in the present application are a battery pack and an 

electric vehicle. The battery pack comprises a case, a cooling 

plate assembly and an energy storage unit. The cooling plate 

assembly and the energy storage unit are arranged inside the 

case, and the cooling plate assembly at least comprises a 

first cooling plate. The first cooling plate is fixed on the case, 

and the first cooling plate divides the case, in a Z-direction, 

into a first accommodating space which is located above the 

first cooling plate, and a second accommodating space which 

is located below the first cooling plate. The energy storage 

unit at least comprises: a first energy storage unit which is 

arranged inside the first accommodating space and fixed on 

the first cooling plate, and a second energy storage unit which 

is arranged inside the second accommodating space. The 

first cooling plate fixedly supports the first energy storage 

unit while performing a cooling function, greatly improving the 

space utilization rate of the battery pack and being simple in 

structure and easy in installation. 
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 EP4092199  A1 2022-11-23                 

 
 The invention relates to a mast element, in particular a leader 

element, for a construction machine with an elongated hollow 

mast profile, which is provided on a front side along a 

longitudinal direction of the mast with two guide strips, by 

means of which a linear guide for a mast slide is formed along 

the front side. [0003] 2. According to the invention, it is 

provided that at least one guide strip is formed as part of a 

guide profile on which at least one connecting web is formed 

in one piece with the guide strip, which connecting web 

extends away from the guide strip, and in that elongate wall 

elements are provided for forming the hollow mast profile, 

which wall elements, together with the at least one 

connecting web, form the hollow mast profile and enclose an 

inner cavity of the mast profile. 
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 EP4089315  A1 2022-11-16                 

 
 An integrated pressure regulator is provided with three stages 

configured to reduce an extreme tank pressure down to a 

typical working pressure. The regulator is configured to 

supply a steady working pressure until the tank pressure is 

reduced to little more than the working pressure itself. Stages 

of the pressure regulator are integrated into a body and 

arranged to minimize regulator mass and volume. A 

thermally-triggered pressure relief device may be included 

with a triggering time adapted to enhance the safety of 

smaller cylinders that may be used, e.g., in aerial applications. 
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 EP4088958  A1 2022-11-16                 

 
 The invention relates to a stiffening structure (100) for an 

erected roof of a recreational vehicle (110) having a profile 

(120) for fastening to a longitudinal side (172) of a body (170) 

and for fastening to a roof panel (180), wherein the profile 

(120) has: a first fastening element (150) for fastening to the 

longitudinal side (172) of the body (170); and a second 

fastening element (160) for fastening to the roof panel (180), 

wherein the second fastening element (160) is fastened to the 

profile (120) at a position (122) opposite the first fastening 

element (150). The invention also relates to a recreational 

vehicle (110) comprising such a stiffening structure (100). 
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 EP4088625  A1 2022-11-16                 

 
 The invention relates to a parcel lock (1) for an outer wall (13) 

of a building or a bypass of a balcony, which lock is designed 

for the automatic delivery and collection of a parcel (2) by 

means of an unmanned aircraft, in particular a logistics drone; 

a method for delivering a package (2) with an unmanned 

aircraft, in particular a logistics drone; an outer wall (13) with 

a package lock (1); and a bypass with a package lock (1). 
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 Family 

 EP4089819  A1 2022-11-16                 

 
 A battery pack case and a vehicle having the battery pack 

case are provided. The battery pack case includes a beam 

(20) disposed in the battery pack case (10) and a connection 

column (30) connected to the beam (20). A first chamber 

(201) extending in a length direction of the beam is disposed 

inside the beam (20), and the first chamber (201) penetrates 

through the beam (20). The connection column (30) 

penetrates through a side wall of the first chamber (201). In 

an extending direction of the first chamber (201), two sides of 

the first chamber (201) located at the connection column (30) 

are provided with blocking portions (40).   
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Raw material composition 
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 Family 

 EP4086232  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 Raw material composition comprising a suspension, wherein 

the suspension comprises bentonite and brick meal, and a 

method for producing a raw material composition, a brick 

comprising a raw material composition and a method for 

producing a brick comprising a raw material composition. 
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 Family 

 EP4086305  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 Curable casting composition comprising a polymeric binder 

and at least one particulate filler introduced therein, the filler 

being ground fruit kernels and/or fruit peels, either only the at 

least one filler of ground fruit kernels and/or fruit peels or 

additionally at least one further particulate inorganic filler 

being present. 
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 EP4086052  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 The invention relates to an arrangement for machining an 

edge of a furniture panel (1) provided with an edge strip (2). 

The arrangement is characterized by - a processing unit (10) 

with a jet nozzle (11) in order to direct a jet of blasting material 

(5) with particulate blasting material (4) onto an edge region 

of the furniture panel (1), and - a feed device (20) in order to 

produce a relative movement between the furniture panel (1) 

and the jet nozzle (11) in the direction of a longitudinal extent 

of the edge. The invention also relates to a method for 

machining the edge, according to which particulate blasting 

material (4) is blasted through a blasting nozzle (11) onto an 

edge region of the furniture panel (1) while the furniture panel 

(1) and the blasting nozzle (11) are moved relative to each 

other in the direction of a longitudinal extension of the edge. 
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 Family 

 EP4086079  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 An adaptable lattice structure (110, 120, 130, 140) for a an 

Unmanned Aerial System, UAS, comprising: a plurality of 

lattice voxels (100, 102), wherein each lattice voxel (100, 102) 

comprises: a plurality of same shape elements (10, 12); 

wherein each same shape element (10, 12) comprises a 

plurality of connector elements (20), wherein the plurality of 

connector elements (20) are configured to temporarily couple 

a first same shape element (10) to at least a second same 

shape element (12); wherein the plurality of same shape 

elements (10, 12) are configured to be temporarily coupled so 

as to form a three dimensional lattice voxel (100); and 

wherein at least one of the connector elements (20) on a first 

lattice voxel (100) is configured to temporarily couple the first 

lattice voxel (100) to a second lattice voxel (102) after the 

formation of the first lattice voxel (100) and the second lattice 

voxel (102).   
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 Family 

 EP4086133  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 An assembly-type car body (11) and a rail vehicle. A roof (1), 

an underframe (2), side roofs (3) and side walls (4) of the 

assembly-type car body (11) are separately formed by 

assembling double-layer pultruded profiles, and each double-

layer pultruded profile comprises an outer plate, an inner plate 

and cavities formed by separating an interlayer between the 

outer plate and the inner plate using ribs; the upper edge and 

the lower edge of each side roof (3) are respectively 

connected to an edge of the roof (1) and the upper edge of a 

side wall (4) by means of lapping joints, and the lower edge of 

each side wall (4) is connected to an edge of the underframe 

(2) by means of a side wall connector (5); each side wall 

connector (5) is a double-layer pultruded profile unit, the 

upper edge of the side wall connector (5) is connected to the 

lower edge of the side wall (4) by a plug joint, and the lower 

edge of the side wall connector (5) is connected to an edge 

of the underframe (2) by means of a push-to-connect joint (5-

1). 
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 Family 

 EP4085877  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 The present disclosure provides systems and devices for 

monitoring the pressure within a negative pressure system, 

such as a suction cannister. In one aspect, the system 

includes an anchor configured for positioning within an 

intestine of the patient at the anastomosis site and a source 

of negative pressure, such as a suction cannister, fluidly 

coupled to the anchor. A portable alarm device is coupled to 

the suction cannister and includes a trigger for detecting the 

pressure therein. A signal device emits a signal when this 

pressure is above a threshold level to ensure that the anchor 

remains securely in contact with the walls of the intestines at 

the anastomosis site. The alarm device includes a handle to 

allow a patient to grasp and carry the suction cannister, 

providing critical patient mobility during the recovery period. 
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 EP4085864  A1 2022-11-09                 

 
 A transmission assembly (1000), a drive box (100), a surgical 

instrument system and a surgical robot system are disclosed. 

The transmission assembly (1000) includes: an input base 

(1100) having a first end and an opposing second end, the 

first end connected to a drive mechanism (2000); a guide 

transmission (1200) disposed on an outer circumferential 

surface of the input base (1100); an output base (1300) 

having a third end and an opposing fourth end, the third end 

located proximal to the first end; an axial energy storage 

member (1400) configured to resist, when the input base 

(1100) and the output base (1300) are moving toward each 

other under the action of an external force, the movement of 

them toward each other and store energy and to release, upon 

removal of the external force, the energy to drive movement 

of the input base (1100) and the output base (1300) away 

from each other; and an axial limiting assembly configured to 

limit a maximum displacement of the input base (1100) and 

the output base (1300) from each other, wherein when the 

input base (1100) is driven by the drive mechanism (2000) to 

rotate, the guide transmission (1200) is configured to cause 

the output base (1300) to rotate in synchronization with the 

input base (1100). 
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 EP4082959  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 The invention relates to a mobile handling device (10) for an 

industrial truck (12) with a handling fork (14) having at least 

one tine, the mobile handling device (10) comprising: - a base 

housing (20), - an extension arm (42) arranged on the base 

housing (20) for a lifting and/or gripping device (44), - and a 

battery (32), wherein the base housing (20) has a receiving 

space (30) for receiving the battery (32), wherein the base 

housing (20) provides a tine receptacle (56) which is designed 

in such a way that the at least one tine (16) of the handling 

fork (14) of the industrial truck (12) can be inserted into the 

tine receptacle (56) in an insertion direction (18), wherein the 

tine receptacle (56) lies behind the receptacle space (30) 

along the insertion direction (18) in such a way that the at 

least one tine (16) of the handling fork (14) extends through 

under the battery (32) when the at least one tine (16) of the 

handling fork (14) is inserted into the tine receptacle (56), and 

wherein the base housing (20) is designed in such a way that 

the battery (32) can be inserted with the industrial truck (12) 

into the receiving space (30) in the insertion direction (18) and 

removed from the receiving space (30) counter to the 

insertion direction (18). 
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Polymer foam particle and method for producing the same based on polybutylene terephthalate 
EP4083122 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Inventors 
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FREITAG, Matthias ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

C08J-009/00* |B29C-044/00 |C08J-009/12 

C08J-009/16 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C08J-009/00/61* |C08J-2203/06 |C08J-009/16 

C08J-2467/02 |C08J-2367/02 |C08J-009/00/66 

C08J-009/00/38 |C08J-2201/03 |C08J-2201/034 

B29C-044/34/61 |B29C-044/34/46 |B29B-

009/06 

B29B-009/12 |B29B-009/06/5 |B29B-009/16 

C08J-009/12/2 |C08J-009/18 |C08J-009/232 

C08L-067/02 |C08L-2203/14 |C08L-2205/025 

 
 Family 

 EP4083122  A1 2022-11-02                

 
 The invention relates to polymer foam particles, both in expanded and in partially expanded form, composed of a polymer 

matrix based on a Blend comprising polybutylene terephthalate and polyethylene terephthalate, the invention relates to a 

method for the production thereof and to the use of polyethylene terephthalate for widening the processing window of 

polybutylene terephthalate-based polymer foam particles during processing to form moulded parts. 
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A masterbatch for upgrading polyesters 
EP4083114 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Nexam Chemical AB ([SE]) 

 

Inventors 

Solano, Carlos ([SE]) 

Pisciotti, Francesco ([SE]) 

Röme, Daniel ([SE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

EP21170500 2021-04-26 [2021EP-0170500] 

 IPC - International classification 

C08J-003/22* |C09K-015/04 |C09K-015/32 

C08K-005/1539 |C08K-005/353 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C09K-015/32/2 |C08J-003/22/6* |C08K-005/1539 

C08K-005/353 |C08J-2367/02 |C08J-003/22 

C08K-005/5393 |C08K-005/00/5 | 

 
 Family 

 EP4083114  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 A masterbatch for improving the melt rheology of a 

thermoplastic polyester. The masterbatch comprises a 

polyanhydride, a secondary antioxidant, and at least one 

thermoplastic carrier. In the masterbatch, the weight ratio of 

the polyanhydride and the secondary antioxidant is 5:1 to 1:5. 
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A seat rail system for a vehicle and a vehicle comprising a seat rail system 
EP4082829 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Ningbo Geely Automobile Research  & Development Co. Ltd. 

([CN]) 

Zhejiang Geely Holding Group Co., Ltd. ([CN]) 

 

Inventors 

JONSSON, Tony ([SE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

EP21171054 2021-04-28 [2021EP-0171054] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60N-002/07* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60N-002/07/3* |B60N-002/07/3*2 | 

 
 Family 

 EP4082829  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 A seat rail system for a vehicle. The seat rail system 

comprises an upper rail and a stationary lower rail attached 

to a floor structure of the vehicle. The upper rail is configured 

for being attached to a vehicle seat and movably arranged in 

relation to the lower rail in a longitudinal vehicle direction. The 

seat rail system further comprises an elongated load member 

attached to the lower rail, and the load member is extending 

through the floor structure. The upper rail comprises a front 

rail structure and a rear rail structure. The load member is 

extending into a lower portion of the front rail structure and 

into a lower portion of the rear rail structure. 
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Machine tool component and method for producing such a machine tool component 
comprising at least a part from an amorphous metal 

EP4082695 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Haimer GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Haimer, Franz ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111186 2021-04-30 [2021DE-10111186] 

 IPC - International classification 

B22F-003/22* |B21J-001/00 |B21J-001/06 

B22F-010/20 |B22F-010/38 |C22C-001/04 

C22C-045/00 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 
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B22F-001/08 |C22C-2200/02 |B33Y-080/00 

B23B-031/02 |B23B-2222/56 |B23B-2228/00 

 
 Family 

 EP4082695  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 Machine tool component and method of manufacturing such 

a machine tool component. 

The invention relates to a machine tool component and to a 

method for producing such a machine tool component. 

The aim of the invention is to improve the use of machine tool 

components. to this end, the machine tool component 

consists at least partially, in particular substantially or even 

completely, of an amorphous metal. According to the method, 

the tool component is produced by injection molding or 3 d 

printing or shaping. 
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Assembly and method of manufacturing an assembly 
EP4083447 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Inventors 

Krüger, Ursus ([DE]) 
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Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

F16B-007/02* |F16B-007/04 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F16B-007/04/13 |F16B-007/02/5* | 

 
 Family 

 EP4083447  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 The aim of the invention is to produce a material composite 

consisting of a tubular fibre-reinforced plastic body (10) and 

a metallic body (20). to this end, the metallic body (20) 

comprises a sleeve (21) which surrounds the plastic body 

(10), is pressed onto the plastic body (10) by means of cold 

gas spraying and forms a non-positive connection by 

deformation. 
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Fastening element 
EP4083343 A1 
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Mark, Rudolf ([AT]) 
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 IPC - International classification 

E04B-002/74* |E04B-001/38 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

E04B-2002/7485 |E04B-002/74/57* |E04B-

2001/405 

 
 Family 

 EP4083343  A1 2022-11-02                 

 
 Fastening element (1) for fastening loads to a support profile 

(2) of a dry-construction structure (3) provided with at least 

one planking (18) on one side, wherein the fastening element 

(1) comprises a tab having at least a first limb (4) and a 

second limb (5), wherein a section of the first limb (4) is bent 

out of a plane of a first stop face (8) of the first limb (4), so 

that this section forms a supporting projection (12) of the first 

limb (4), wherein a bearing face (13) of the supporting 

projection (12) encloses a first angle α of between 0 ° and 180 

° with the first stop face (8). 
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Lightweight cylinder head 
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 Current assignees 
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 DE102022116178  A1 2022-11-24                 
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Extinguishing arrangement and method for extinguishing or cooling a parked or parked vehicle 
DE102022112506 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Amann Marcel ([CH]) 
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Inventors 

Sandmann Stefan ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 
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 Family 

 DE102022112506  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The object of the present invention is to provide an 

extinguishing arrangement for a vehicle which, in the event of 

a fire or if necessary, surrounds the respective vehicle or 

electric vehicle in such a way that extinguishing agent is used 

directly and only in a limited space, in this case, to surround 

or flood the vehicle and thus the source of fire as required 

completely with extinguishing agent and, in addition, to 

prevent any desired or uncontrolled outflow of the 

extinguishing agent and, at the same time, to slightly restrict 

parking. Extinguishing arrangement for parked vehicles (1), in 

particular for electric vehicles, wherein the respective vehicle 

(1) is parked or parked on a parking area (2), wherein a wall 

arrangement (3) can be erected around the vehicle, which wall 

arrangement is designed to surround or enclose the vehicle 

(1) at least laterally in such a way that, in order to receive 

and/or retain an extinguishing agent (4) at least in the 

enclosed region and to surround and/or flood the vehicle (1) 

with the extinguishing agent (4) at least in regions, and in that 

the wall arrangement (3) is designed, starting from a standby 

position, to surround the vehicle (1) at least laterally in a 

required position. 
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Sheet metal assembly with reinforcing elements with a predetermined drawing depth 
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 IPC - International classification 

B21D-053/88* | 
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 Family 

 DE102022108960  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 A sheet assembly comprises a drawn metal sheet made of a 

metal material. The drawn metal sheet defines a surface and 

comprises one or more stiffening features disposed along the 

drawn metal sheet. The one or more stiffening features 

represent a raised region disposed along the surface of the 

drawn metal sheet. Each of the one or more stiffening 

features comprises a predefined draw depth ranging from 

about twenty millimeters to about eighty millimeters. 
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Weight-optimized box body for commercial vehicles and method for the production thereof 
DE102022100219 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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 IPC - International classification 

B62D-033/04* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102022100219  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 In order to produce an intrinsically stable box body (1), in 

particular for small and medium commercial vehicles, with 

the lowest possible weight, it is composed of hollow-chamber 

panels (4), in particular of a thermoplastic, not only the 

superstructure shell (2) but also at least a part of the internal 

structure (3) is produced as an integral component therewith 

and as a result additionally stiffens the superstructure shell 

(2), exclusively by adhesive bonding or welding to one another 

and without metal profiles, in particular along the edges of the 

superstructure shell (2). 
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Axial flux machine, method for producing an axial flux machine and geared motor unit 
DE102021129989 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Inventors 

Kirihara Daisuke ([JP]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021129989 2021-11-17 [2021DE-10129989] 

 IPC - International classification 

H02K-016/00* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021129989  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to an axial flux machine (1), comprising 

a circular disk-shaped rotor (2), a first and second circular 

disk-shaped stator element (3, 4) and a cylindrical shell-

shaped sleeve (5), wherein the rotor (2) is arranged in an axial 

direction (6) of the axial flux machine (1) between the two 

stator elements (3, 4) And the sleeve (5) surrounds the rotor 

(2) and the two stator elements (3, 4) in a radial direction (7), 

wherein a plurality of conductors (10), which electrically 

conductively connect the second stator element (4) to the 

first stator element (3), are arranged on an inner surface (8) 

of the sleeve (5). The invention also relates to a method for 

producing an axial flux machine (1) and to a geared motor 

unit. 
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Holding and/or fastening device for a suspension device 
DE102021113373 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Goldschmitt techmobil GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Menschner Billy ([DE]) 

Berberich Michael ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021113373 2021-05-21 [2021DE-10113373] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60G-009/04* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021113373  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to a holding and/or fastening device 

(100) for a first suspension device (110) and a second 

suspension device (210), wherein the holding and/or 

fastening device (100) comprises: a first holding device (120) 

for the first suspension device (110); a second holding device 

(220) for the second suspension device (210), wherein the 

first holding device (120) and / or the second holding device 

(220) can be reversibly releasably fastened to an axle tube 

(300); and a torsionally rigid connecting element (310) which 

connects the first holding device (120) and the second 

holding device (220) to one another. The invention also 

relates to a chassis (400) of a motor vehicle, in particular a 

recreational vehicle, wherein an above-mentioned holding 

and/or fastening device (100) is fastened to an axle tube 

(300) in a reversibly detachable manner. 
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Impact beam 
DE102021113067 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Inventors 
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Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

B60R-019/18* |B62D-025/00 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021113067  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to an impact beam (1) for a motor 

vehicle body, comprising a hollow profile which extends in a 

longitudinal direction of the impact beam (1) and is provided 

with a reinforcement (15) on a side facing away from an 

impact, said reinforcement being arranged unidirectionally in 

the longitudinal direction of the impact beam (1). In order to 

improve the impact beam (1) with regard to its robustness 

against tearing and local buckling in special load cases, the 

hollow profile is designed as an extruded profile (10) made of 

a light metal with reinforcements which are continuous in an 

extrusion direction and embedded in the light metal and are 

made of a high-strength material which has a strength which 

is at least three times higher than that of the light metal. 
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Method for loading and/or unloading a vertically takeoff and landing aircraft with one or more 
objects and aircraft 

DE102021113340 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Volocopter GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Harms Michael ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021113340 2021-05-21 [2021DE-10113340] 

 IPC - International classification 

B64C-027/08* |B64C-039/00 |B64D-009/00 

 
 Family 

 DE102021113340  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The present invention relates to a method for loading and/or 

unloading a vertically takeoff and landing aircraft (100), in 

particular for loading and/or unloading items and/or for 

boarding and disembarking people, and to such an aircraft 

(100), wherein the aircraft (100) has a fuselage structure (20) 

with an interior space (22) for receiving an object to be 

transported and the interior space is accessible from the 

outside via a closable loading and unloading opening (23), 

wherein the loading and unloading opening (23) can be closed 

by means of a wall structure (50) which can be fixedly 

connected to the fuselage structure (20) and the wall 

structure (50) is formed separately from the fuselage 

structure (20) and is removed from the aircraft (100) for 

loading and unloading the interior space (22) and can be 

closed during a loading and/ or unloading process can be 

provided separately from the aircraft (100) outside the 

aircraft (100). The method comprises the steps of: A 

providing the aircraft (100) on the ground in a loading and/or 

unloading state with an open loading and unloading opening 

(23), wherein the wall structure (50) is separated from the 

fuselage structure (20) and is removed from the aircraft (100) 

and is provided outside the aircraft (100) at least temporarily 

separated from the aircraft (100), and B loading and/or 

unloading the interior (22) of the aircraft (100). 
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Vehicle part structure for a stowage space of a vehicle body 
DE102021112765 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

B60R-005/00* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021112765  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 Vehicle part structure (1) for a stowage space (10) of a 

vehicle body (20), comprising at least one trough device (2) 

with at least one trough body (3) for receiving stowage 

material. The trough body (3) comprises at least two trough 

sections (13, 23) made of different materials and connected 

to each other in a supporting manner, namely at least one first 

trough section (13) and at least one second trough section 

(13, 23). The first trough section (13) is made of a wood-

based material (4) so that the wood-based material (4) 

provides part of the structural integrity of the trough body (3). 
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Lighting device for a motor vehicle 
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 Current assignees 

HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Mißelwitz Burkhard ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112972 2021-05-19 [2021DE-10112972] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60Q-001/04* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021112972  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to a lighting device (100) for a motor 

vehicle, in particular a front headlamp, at least comprising a 

lighting module (1), a housing (2) and a front cover plate (3). 

the housing (2) and the cover plate (3) enclose an interior in 

which the lighting module (1) is arranged. According to the 

invention, the lighting device (100) has a supporting frame (4), 

wherein the housing (2) and/or the closure pane (3) are 

accommodated on the supporting frame (4), and wherein the 

supporting frame (4) has fastening sections (41) for 

connection to the body (K) of the motor vehicle and is 

designed with a stiffness which is greater than the stiffness 

of the housing (2) in such a way that forces and/or moments 

can be introduced from the body (K) of the motor vehicle into 

the supporting frame (4). 
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Bag for protecting a camera 
DE102022123448 A1 
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Inventors 
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Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

A45C-011/38* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A45C-011/38* |A45C-013/18 |A45C-015/00 

G01S-019/42 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102022123448  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a bag (1) for protecting a camera (2). 

The aim of the invention is to develop a bag (1) which is 

suitable for safe storage of a camera (2) and at the same time 

reduces the risk of theft. to this end, the bag (1) comprises at 

least one receptacle (3) for accommodating a locating device 

(4) for spatially locating the camera (2), in which the locating 

device (4) can be accommodated in an invisible manner. 
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 IPC - International classification 

B62K-019/34* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B62K-019/34* |B62M-006/55 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102022204221  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention describes a drive arrangement for a vehicle 

operated with muscle power and/or engine, comprising: an L-

shaped frame interface 3, the L-shaped frame interface 3 

having a bottom 31, a side wall 32 and an open side 66 

opposite the bottom 31; and a drive unit 2, wherein the drive 

unit 2 is mountable via the open side 66 of the frame interface 

3, in particular horizontally, and is detachably fastened to the 

bottom 31 of the frame interface 3. 
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Non-destructive evaluation system for inspecting welded and soldered joints 
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Maev Roman ([CA]) 
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G01N-029/04* |G01N-029/06 |G01N-029/24 
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CPC - Cooperative classification 
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029/04/1 

G01N-2291/106 |G06T-007/00/04 |G06F-

030/12 

 
 Family 

 DE102022111822  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 An inspection probe and system for inspecting a welded or 

soldered joint include a housing having an interior cavity and 

opposing tapered spacers disposed at a distal end portion of 

the housing. Distal ends of the opposing tapered spacers 

define pivot surfaces and the opposing tapered spacers are 

spaced apart to define a secondary enclosure. A plurality of 

transducer elements are disposed within the interior cavity of 

the housing, and a primary coupling medium made of a 

flexible, semi-rigid material is secured between the opposing 

tapered spacers. A signal processing module is in 

communication with a data acquisition unit that is in 

communication with the transducer elements. The inspection 

probe is rotated via the joint, data from the transducer 

elements is communicated to the signal processing module, 

and reconstructed and corrected images obtained at different 

angles from the transducer elements are assembled to form 

an inspection image. 
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Semi-hollow self-piercing rivet, a self-piercing rivet connection consisting of at least two 
components by means of the semi-hollow self-piercing rivet, a production method for the semi-
hollow self-piercing rivet and a method for connecting the components to the semi-hollow self-

piercing rivet 
DE102021112714 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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Priority data including date 
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 IPC - International classification 

B21J-015/02* |F16B-019/04 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F16B-019/04* |B21J-015/02 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021112714  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a semi-hollow self-piercing rivet (1), 

by means of which a connection can be produced between at 

least two stacked components, comprising the following 

features: a closed rivet head (10) with a rivet shaft (30) 

extending therefrom, comprising a cylindrical lateral surface 

(32), a shaft diameter D.S and a shank cavity 50, a blunt rivet 

foot 40 with a rivet foot end face 42 at an end of the rivet 

shank 30 facing away from the rivet head 10, which rivet foot 

end face merges with a cut edge 44 arranged radially on the 

outside of the rivet foot end face 42 into the cylindrical outer 

surface 32, in the axial cross section of the rivet shank, the 

shank cavity tapers in the manner of a truncated cone from 

the rivet foot in the direction of the rivet head, with the result 

that a wall thickness Δx of a wall of the rivet shank, which wall 

runs around the shank cavity, is delimited perpendicularly to 

a longitudinal axis L of the half-hollow punch rivet in the 

frustoconical region of the shank cavity by 1 3 ≤ 2 ⋅ Δ X 1 D S 

≤ 2 3 , wherein Δx1 the wall thickness of the rivet shank at the 

rivet head-side end of the frustoconical shank cavity. 
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2-dimensional movable linear or rotary table 
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H02N-002/02/8* |H02N-002/02/5 |H02N-
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 Family 

 DE102021112720  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The present invention relates to a 2-dimensionally movable 

linear or rotary table having a Stator and at least one upper 

rotor plate which can be moved with respect to the Stator in 

two independent translational directions or two independent 

rotational directions, and at least two piezoelectric linear 

drives for moving the upper rotor plate in the two translational 

or rotational directions. The at least two piezoelectric linear 

drives are each fastened to the Stator in order to move the 

upper rotor plate in the two translational directions or two 

rotational directions. The at least two piezoelectric linear 

drives are preferably embodied as encapsulated piezoelectric 

linear drives. 
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 DE102021204842  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for producing corrosion-

resistant weld seams (26) by means of the friction Stir 

Welding method (FSW). A rotating welding electrode (14) is 

moved in the feed direction (24) along a surface (12, 58) of a 

workpiece (10). When an end crater (52) is formed, the 

welding electrode (14) is driven in such a way that an oblique 

position of a planar side (16) of the rotating welding electrode 

(14) is produced by a velocity vector (46), which planar side 

(16) forms a discharge bevel (56) in the region of the end 

crater (52) in the workpiece (10), or the introduction of a blind 

opening (66) provided substantially in funnel form (68) takes 

place on a rear side (60) of the workpiece (10) where, after 

completion of the welding operation, an end crater (52) is 

planned on the machining side (12, 58) of the workpiece (10). 
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 Family 

 DE102021204741  A1 2022-11-17                

 
 In the process, an open-pore polymeric foam body is provided with a metallic coating or coating on the surfaces of webs of 

the foam body. On the semifinished product, a suspension which is formed with metallic or ceramic particles and in which 

gas bubbles are additionally present is brought into contact with the surface of the foam body at surface regions and brought 

into a predetermined shape. Part of this suspension penetrates into open pores of the foam body. A thermal treatment is 

subsequently carried out, in which liquid is expelled, polymeric components are removed and sintering is subsequently 

carried out. A first volume region is formed with the metal or the ceramic which originates from the suspension and has a 

smaller porosity. Adjacent to this first volume region, a second volume region is formed which is likewise porous and has 

been formed with the metal or the ceramic from the coating of the webs of the semifinished product and the metal or the 

ceramic of the suspension. The second volume region is connected to the third volume region obtained from the coated 

foam body. 
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Parcel lock for an outer wall of a building or a bypass of a balcony, method for delivering a 
parcel with an unmanned aircraft and for locking the parcel through a parcel lock, outer wall of 

a building and bypass for a balcony of a building 
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CPC - Cooperative classification 
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B64C-2201/128 | 
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 DE102021112296  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a parcel lock (1) for an outer wall (13) 

of a building or a bypass of a balcony, which lock is designed 

for the automatic delivery and collection of a parcel (2) by 

means of an unmanned aircraft, in particular a logistics drone; 

a method for delivering a package (2) with an unmanned 

aircraft, in particular a logistics drone; an outer wall (13) with 

a package lock (1); and a bypass with a package lock (1). 
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 DE102021112401  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to an exhaust system (1) for a motor 

vehicle (2), comprising at least the following components: - a 

system element (3) made of titanium or a titanium alloy; - a 

functional unit (4) with a line connection (5) made of an 

austenitic stainless steel; and - a connecting element (6) 

which is arranged between the installation element (3) and 

the line connection (5) of the functional unit (4) and by means 

of which these are connected to one another. The exhaust 

system (1) is primarily characterized in that the system 

element (3) and the connecting element (6) are connected to 

one another in a gas-tight manner by means of a brazed seam 

(7). With the exhaust pipe section proposed here and the 

associated production method, an exhaust gas-conducting 

titanium component can be connected in a simple and cost-

effective manner to a functional unit made of austenitic 

stainless steel.   
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 DE102021112544  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for producing a fibre-

reinforced plastic product (2), comprising the following steps: 

a) providing a preform (3) formed from fibres and introducing 

the preform (3) into a moulding tool (4), b) providing a 

flowable filler-particle-resin mixture 20 for injecting the same 

into the mould 4 containing the preform 3, c) supplying the 

filler-particle-resin mixture 20 to the injection point or 

injection points 6, 6.1 of the moulding tool 4 containing the 

preform 3 and d) curing of the preform 3 impregnated with 

the filler particle/resin mixture (20). according to a first 

aspect, the preparation of the filler particle/resin mixture 20 

takes place with energy supply, in that the filler particles in the 

flowable resin are mixed with a mechanical agitator 

introducing shearing forces for homogenization and 

dispersion. Ultrasonic action is provided for fine dispersion. 

According to a second aspect, the uniform distribution of the 

filler particles in the filler particle/resin mixture is monitored 

during the supply of the same to the mold. Furthermore, a 

third aspect is described which is directed to a cyclical action 

on the injection points,. A further aspect relates to the forming 

tool as such, which is one in which the preform is moved 

relative to the forming tool. 
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 DE102021112345  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to an inductive position determining 

device (38), in particular an inductive angular position 

determining device, for determining a position and/or a 

movement of a movably mounted drive component (10), 

comprising: the drive component (10), which is formed from 

at least substantially at least electrically non-conductive 

materials, and a transmitter element (12), in particular at least 

integrated into the drive component (10) and/or fastened to 

the drive component (10), which moves along with a 

movement of the drive component (10), and which is formed 

from a metallic, at least substantially non-magnetic and at 

least substantially electrically conductive material, wherein 

the transmitter element (12) is provided to transmit a signal, 

to interact with a sensor module (14) in order to determine the 

position, and wherein a density of the material of the 

transmitter element (12) is substantially greater than an, in 

particular average, density of the drive component (10). 
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 DE102021112326  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 The invention relates to a cylinder housing (12) for an internal 

combustion engine, wherein the cylinder housing (12) is 

predominantly cast from a base material and has at least one 

cylinder bore (16) introduced into the base material, the wall 

of which is provided with a running surface coating applied to 

the base material and/or produced by modification of the 

base material in order to form a friction-reducing cylinder 

running surface without the use of a separate liner, The 

invention is characterized in that a reinforcing structure (18) 

is embedded in the base material at a distance from the 

cylinder bore (16) and surrounding the latter at least in 

regions, said reinforcing structure consisting of a reinforcing 

material having a higher strength and a higher melting point 

than the base material. 
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Side door of a motor vehicle 
DE102021204700 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Brose Fahrzeugteile SE & Co. Kommanditgesellschaft, 

Bamberg ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Hofmann Dominik ([DE]) 

Malherbe Laurent ([DE]) 

Ritthaler Eike ([DE]) 

Thienel Michael ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021204700 2021-05-10 [2021DE-10204700] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60J-005/04* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60J-005/04* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021204700  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to a side door (1) of a motor vehicle, 

comprising a door frame (13), in particular with an upper 

frame strut (14), with a lower frame strut (12) and/or with 

lateral frame struts (15), a window pane (4) which can be 

displaced along a displacement path (V) between a closed 

position and an open position, a module carrier (8) which is 

fastened or can be fastened to the door frame (13), and at 

least one guide rail (5) on which a pane driver (6) which is 

connected or can be connected to the window pane (4) is 

guided, wherein the guide rail (5) is arranged on the outside 

between the door frame (13), in particular its frame outer side, 

and the window pane (4).   
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Arrangement and method for machining an edge of a furniture panel 
DE102021129986 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Riepe GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Riepe René ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112045 2021-05-07 [2021DE-10112045] 

 IPC - International classification 

B27D-005/00* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B27D-005/00/6* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021129986  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to an arrangement for machining an 

edge of a furniture panel (1) provided with an edge strip (2). 

The arrangement is characterized by - a processing unit (10) 

with a jet nozzle (11) in order to direct a jet of blasting material 

(5) with particulate blasting material (4) onto an edge region 

of the furniture panel (1), and - a feed device (20) in order to 

produce a relative movement between the furniture panel (1) 

and the jet nozzle (11) in the direction of a longitudinal extent 

of the edge. The invention also relates to a method for 

machining the edge, according to which particulate blasting 

material (4) is blasted through a blasting nozzle (11) onto an 

edge region of the furniture panel (1) while the furniture panel 

(1) and the blasting nozzle (11) are moved relative to each 

other in the direction of a longitudinal extension of the edge. 
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Hybrid transmission with torque limiting and/or shiftable clutch 
DE102021204583 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

ZF Friedrichshafen AG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Hertel Martin ([DE]) 

Lorenz Daniel ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021204583 2021-05-06 [2021DE-10204583] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60K-006/387* |B60K-006/42 |B60K-006/50 

B60K-006/52 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60K-006/48* |B60K-2006/4825 |B60K-006/387 

B60K-006/40 |B60K-2006/4833 |F16H-007/08/27 

 
 Family 

 DE102021204583  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to a hybrid transmission (2) having a 

branching (13) which is suitably connected to an electric 

motor (16) and to an output (11) for transmitting a torque by 

means of a connection (4) to which an internal combustion 

engine (3) can be connected, wherein a first clutch (6) is 

arranged between the connection (4) and the branch (13) and 

a second clutch (14) is arranged between the electric motor 

(16) and the output (11), and wherein the first clutch (6) and 

the second clutch (14) each limit and can be switched to a 

transmissible torque. The invention also relates to a vehicle 

(1) comprising an internal combustion engine (3) and the 

hybrid transmission (2), wherein the internal combustion 

engine (3) is connected to the connection (4). 
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Mounting rail for an aircraft, aircraft cabin and aircraft provided therewith 
DE102021116294 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Airbus Operations GmbH ([DE]) 

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten 

Forschung eingetragener Verein ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Werner Sven ([DE]) 

Standfuß Jens ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112182 2021-05-10 [2021DE-10112182] 

 IPC - International classification 

B64D-011/06* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B64D-011/06* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021116294  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The aim of the invention is to reduce corrosion, to enable a 

more reliable fixing to composite bodies and to meet 

lightweight construction requirements. to this end, an 

improved fixing rail (10) is provided. The fastening rail (10) is 

used for fastening an equipment element, such as a 

passenger seat, in an aircraft cabin of an aircraft. The fixing 

rail (10) is characterised by a rail support region (12, 13) made 

of plastic material and a rail crown (22) fixed thereto and 

made of light metal material. 
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Stiffening structure for a standing roof of a recreational vehicle and recreational vehicle with 
such a stiffening structure 

DE102021112191 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Plischke Erik ([DE]) 

Schuster Thomas ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112191 2021-05-10 [2021DE-10112191] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60P-003/36* |B62D-025/06 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60J-007/16/5* |B60J-007/16/5*7 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021112191  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The invention relates to a stiffening structure (100) for an 

erected roof of a recreational vehicle (110) having a profile 

(120) for fastening to a longitudinal side (172) of a body (170) 

and for fastening to a roof panel (180), wherein the profile 

(120) has: a first fastening element (150) for fastening to the 

longitudinal side (172) of the body (170); and a second 

fastening element (160) for fastening to the roof panel (180), 

wherein the second fastening element (160) is fastened to the 

profile (120) at a position (122) opposite the first fastening 

element (150). The invention also relates to a recreational 

vehicle (110) comprising such a stiffening structure (100). 
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Raw material composition 
DE102021111484 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Wilhelm Geiger GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Hoffmann Severin ([DE]) 

Schmid Florian ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111484 2021-05-04 [2021DE-10111484] 

 IPC - International classification 

C04B-033/04* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C04B-033/132/4* |C04B-033/132/1 |C04B-

033/04 

C04B-033/22 |C04B-033/32 |C04B-2235/5463 

C04B-2235/5436 |C04B-2235/5427 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111484  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 Raw material composition comprising a suspension, wherein 

the suspension comprises bentonite and brick meal, and a 

method for producing a raw material composition, a brick 

comprising a raw material composition and a method for 

producing a brick comprising a raw material composition. 
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Machine tool component and method for producing such a machine tool component 
DE102021111186 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Haimer GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Haimer Franz ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111186 2021-04-30 [2021DE-10111186] 

 IPC - International classification 

B23P-013/00* |B23Q-001/00 |B33Y-010/00 

C22C-045/00 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B22F-003/22/5* |C22C-045/00 |C22C-001/04/58 

B22F-010/20 |B22F-010/25 |B22F-010/38 

B22F-001/08 |C22C-2200/02 |B33Y-080/00 

B23B-031/02 |B23B-2222/56 |B23B-2228/00 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111186  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a machine tool component and to a 

method for producing such a machine tool component. The 

aim of the invention is to improve the use of machine tool 

components. to this end, the machine tool component 

consists at least partially, in particular substantially or even 

completely, of an amorphous metal. According to the method, 

the tool component is produced by injection molding or 3 d 

printing or shaping. 
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Flame-retardant wood substrate 
DE102021111074 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Lufthansa Technik Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Reifferscheid Moritz ([DE]) 

Schultz Matthias ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111074 2021-04-29 [2021DE-10111074] 

 IPC - International classification 

B05D-001/36* |B05D-007/06 |B05D-007/08 

C08K-003/016 |C08K-005/49 |C09D-163/02 

C09K-021/12 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B27K-003/34* |B27K-003/15 |C09K-021/12 

C09D-005/00 |B05D-2203/20 |B05D-007/51 

B05D-007/52 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111074  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a flame-retardant wood substrate, 

characterized in that a glass-clear coating is applied to the 

wood substrate, Impregnation and/or filling primer with a 

flame retardant, comprising at least one compound selected 

from phosphorus compounds and a coating layer arranged 

thereon; and a process for producing a flame-retardant wood 

substrate. 
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Method for operating a fuel cell unit, fuel cell unit, temperature control module and kit 
DE102021111077 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Bürger Inga ([DE]) 

Maag Tilo ([DE]) 

Linder Marc Philipp ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111077 2021-04-29 [2021DE-10111077] 

 IPC - International classification 

F28D-017/02* |H01M-008/04007 |H01M-008/04225 

H01M-008/04302 |H01M-008/0432 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

H01M-008/04302* |H01M-008/04225 |H01M-

008/04/007 

H01M-008/04/32 |F28D-017/00 |F28D-020/00/3 

F28D-001/053/66 |F28F-009/02/09 |F28F-

009/02/7 

F28D-2021/0043 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111077  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 Method for operating a fuel cell unit (10), in which an energy 

carrier, in particular hydrogen, is converted within a fuel cell 

stack arranged in a fuel cell module (16) with generation of 

electrical energy (28) in a power generation mode with 

reaction with an oxidizer, wherein an air stream for controlling 

the temperature of the fuel cell stack is conveyed into the fuel 

cell module (16) by means of a gas conveying unit (14) of the 

fuel cell unit (10). Efficient operation is achieved in that the air 

stream flowing into the fuel cell unit (10) is tempered for 

tempering, with heating or cooling, the fuel cell stack by 

means of a tempering chamber (30) filled with reaction 

material for reversible reaction with the energy carrier, e. 

heated or cooled, wherein the fuel cell stack can be pre-

temperature-controlled in a pre-temperature-control 

operation (5) by means of a temperature-control phase (1) 

before the start of a desired operation (Figs. 1). 
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Method for processing oil palm stems to produce wood products 
DE102021111193 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Moehringer Palmwood GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Möhringer Stefan ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111193 2021-04-30 [2021DE-10111193] 

 IPC - International classification 

B27M-001/00* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B27C-009/00 |B27K-005/00 |B27M-001/00 

B27J-007/00* |G01N-033/46 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111193  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for processing and utilizing 

the wood of oil palms in such a way that the density 

distribution of the trunk wood is detected by means of 

corresponding measurements by using ultrasound, X-ray 

technology or natural frequency measurement, Sawing and 

the further processing of the palm wood is in each case 

distinguished between regions of different density of the 

wood, so that, in particular, wood is produced with a largely 

homogeneous density and subsequently, depending on the 

density of the wood sections to be processed, the further 

processing, storage and finally the use of the produced wood 

and wood products takes place. 
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Curable casting material, moulded body produced therefrom and method for producing the 
moulded body 

DE102021111384 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Schock GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Datsyuk Vitaliy ([DE]) 

Orendorz Adam ([DE]) 

Achatz Oskar ([DE]) 

Reichenberger Roland ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111384 2021-05-03 [2021DE-10111384] 

 IPC - International classification 

C08J-005/00* |C08J-005/10 |C08K-003/013 

C08K-003/22 |C08K-005/14 |C08L-033/04 

C08L-099/00 |C08L-101/00 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C08L-097/02 |B29C-067/24 |B29C-039/02 

B29C-070/58* |B29K-2511/00 |C04B-026/14 

C04B-026/18 |C04B-026/12 |C04B-026/06 

B29K-2311/00 |B29K-2105/06 |B29K-2033/12 

C08K-003/36 |C08K-2201/005 |C09K-008/80 

B29C-039/00/3 |B29C-039/24 |B29C-039/38 

B29C-070/64 |B29K-2503/08 |B29L-2031/769 

C08K-011/00/5 |C08L-033/12 |C08L-2207/20 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111384  A1 2022-11-03                 
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Method for producing a multi-component gear 
DE102021204205 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Robert Bosch Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Woehrle Thomas ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021204205 2021-04-28 [2021DE-10204205] 

 IPC - International classification 

B29C-045/14* |F16H-055/06 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B29C-045/14* |F16H-055/06 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021204205  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a method for producing a multi-

component gearwheel (40) comprising a disk-shaped 

reinforcing part (10) made of at least one metallic material 

and at least one plastic material (38). The at least one disk-

shaped reinforcement part (10) is segmented (14) by 

introducing radially extending openings (16) along the 

circumference. A central opening (12) is then produced in at 

least one disc-shaped reinforcing part (10). The segments 

(18) obtained, separated from one another by the radially 

extending slot-like openings (16), are then shaped (24) by 

twisting (28) the segments (18). The invention relates to a 

support structure (30) which is overmoulded with at least one 

plastic material (38). A toothing (41) is then produced in the 

at least one plastic material (38) surrounding the support 

structure (30). The invention also relates to a multi-

component toothed wheel (40) and to the use thereof in food 

processors, processing machines, electrically driven bicycles 

and electric tools. 
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Three-dimensional thermoplastically molded inflatable support structures and methods of 
making same 

DE102021002234 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Kaiser Isabelle ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Erfinder gleich Anmelder ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021002234 2021-04-28 [2021DE-10002234] 

 IPC - International classification 

B63H-008/12* |B63H-008/20 |E04H-015/20 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

E04H-015/20* |E04H-2015/201 |B64C-2031/065 

B63H-008/12 | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021002234  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to three-dimensional, thermoplastically 

shaped, inflatable supporting structures, produced by means 

of a heatable positive mould (3) which is three-dimensionally 

curved if necessary, around which a sandwich structure 

consisting of perforated thermoplastic film (5), core material 

(2) and airtight film (4) is placed from the inside to the outside, 

wherein the positive mould (3), which has a plurality of small 

holes (3 a) over its entire circumference, is acted upon by a 

negative pressure which acts on the upper side of the positive 

mould (3) and sucks in the outer airtight film (4), which seals 

off the core material (2) so as to enclose it, characterized in 

that perfect application of the core material (5) to the outer 

wall of the positive mould (3) is implemented and the positive 

mould (3) is heated by means of heating elements (10) in 

such a way that the melting point of the different 

thermoplastic materials of the sandwich structure is reached. 
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Multi-stage braking device for aircraft high lift systems 
DE102021111030 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Liebherr-Aerospace Lindenberg GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Berger Lutz ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021111030 2021-04-29 [2021DE-10111030] 

 IPC - International classification 

B64C-013/24* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B64C-013/24* | 

 
 Family 

 DE102021111030  A1 2022-11-03                 

 
 The invention relates to a braking device for a drive system of 

a high-lift system of an aircraft, which is in particular an 

electromechanical brake and which has a first braking stage. 

[0003] 2. The first brake stage comprises a first brake 

element, which is connected to a rotatably mounted shaft, 

and a first actuating mechanism, which is designed to actuate 

the first brake element, when the brake is actuated, to press 

the first brake element against a first stop axially spaced 

apart along the shaft, so that a braking torque is generated by 

the friction between the first brake element and the first stop. 

According to the invention, the brake has a second brake 

stage which comprises at least one second brake element, a 

second stop which radially at least partially surrounds the first 

brake element, and a second actuating mechanism. The 

second actuating mechanism is designed to press the 

second brake element radially against the second stop when 

a torque of the shaft exceeds a defined limit torque activating 

the second brake stage, so that a braking torque is generated 

by the friction between the second brake element and the 

second stop. The invention also relates to a propulsion 

system and an aircraft with a braking device according to the 

invention. 
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Regulating device for regulating the flow of water 
DE202022001985 U1 

 
 Current assignees 

Wenko-Wenselaar GmbH & Co. Kommanditgesellschaft 

([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE202022001985U 2022-09-07 [2022DE-20001985] 

 IPC - International classification 

E03C-001/04* |F16K-003/32 |F16L-055/027 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F16K-003/32 |E03C-2001/026 |E03C-001/04/03* 

F16L-055/027/18 | 

 
 Family 

 DE202022001985  U1 2022-11-24                 

 
 Retrofittable regulating device (5) for regulating the flow rate 

of a water flow, in particular as a retrofittable connecting 

piece for a water line (6), preferably for coupling a hose 

connector (8) to a shower head (7) of a shower, comprising:- 

a housing (1),- a connecting means (2), which is arranged in 

the housing (1), wherein the connecting means (2) has at 

least one water outlet (21) for the water throughflow,- a water 

distribution means (3), which is arranged in the connecting 

means (2), wherein the water distribution means (3) is 

mounted so as to be adjustable relative to the water outlet 

(21) in such a way that the water flow is reduced, preferably 

steplessly, depending on the position of the water distribution 

means (3), but is at least partially maintained in each position 

of the water distribution means (3). 
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Support for shelves 
DE202021103669 U1 

 
 Current assignees 

Gebrüder Schulte GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE202021103669U 2021-07-08 [2021DE-20103669] 

 IPC - International classification 

A47B-096/06* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A47B-096/06/1* |A47B-047/00/83 |A47B-

047/02/2 

 
 Family 

 DE202021103669  U1 2022-11-24                 

 
 Support for shelf shelves with an outwardly bent clamping 

part (2) and with an anchoring part (4) with two hooks (6, 7) 

projecting in the opposite direction at a distance reduced with 

respect to the length of an elongated hole of a shelf stand, 

characterised in that this has reinforcing ribs/beads (9, 9 ', 9 

"). 
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Suspension element for an anchor plate of a side crash protection device, anchor plate for a 
side crash protection device and system comprising an anchor plate and a suspension element 

DE202022103708 U1 
 
 Current assignees 

HAKOS GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE202022103708U 2022-07-04 [2022DE-20103708] 

 IPC - International classification 

E04G-021/32* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

E04G-021/32/19* | 

 
 Family 

 DE202022103708  U1 2022-11-03                 

 
 Suspension element (14) for an anchor plate (12) of a side 

crash protection, comprising a plate-like suspension element 

base body (44) which has a length L, a width B and a thickness 

D, wherein the length and the width are significantly greater 

than the thickness D, characterized in that the suspension 

element main body (44) is adjoined by a suspension head (46) 

with at least two plate-shaped, hook-like coupling elements 

(48, 50) for interacting with corresponding recesses (32, 34; 

36, 38) of an anchor plate (12). 
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Length-adjustable auditory ossicles prosthesis with in-situ extension from the head plate 
DE202022103367 U1 

 
 Current assignees 

Heinz Kurz GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE202022103367U 2022-06-15 [2022DE-20103367] 

 IPC - International classification 

A61F-002/02* |A61F-002/18 |A61L-027/04 

A61L-027/06 |A61L-027/10 |A61L-027/14 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A61F-002/02 |A61L-027/14 |A61F-002/18 

A61L-027/06* |A61L-2430/14 | 

 
 Family 

 DE202022103367  U1 2022-11-03                 

 
 Auditory ossicle prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40) which replaces or 

bridges at least one link or parts of a link of the auditory 

ossicle chain, wherein the auditory ossicle prosthesis (10; 20; 

30; 40) has at its one end a first fastening element (11; 21; 31; 

And at its other end a second fastening element (12; 22; 32; 

42) for mechanical connection to a limb or parts of a limb of 

the ossicular chain or to the inner ear, and a connecting 

element (13) which connects the two fastening elements (11, 

12; 21, 22; 31, 32; 41, 42) to one another in a sound-

conducting manner along a longitudinal axis (z), and wherein 

the connecting element (13) has web elements (14; 24; 34; 

44) which-at least in sections-can be spread radially outwards 

away from the longitudinal axis (z) to a greater or lesser 

extent and in the process more or less shorten the axial length 

of the ossicular prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40),characterized in 

that the web elements (14; 24; 34; 24; 34; 44) open at one end 

directly into coupling regions (15; 25; 35; 45) of the first 

fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) within the head-mounting 

plate plane and are movably but non-releasably connected 

thereto,in that all the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44) open at 

the other end directly into a coupling element (16; 26; 36; 46) 

and are likewise movably but non-releasably connected 

thereto, wherein the coupling element (16; 26; 36; 46) for its 

part is rigidly connected at the other end to the second 

fastening element (12; 22; 32; 42),in that the web elements 

(14; 24; 34; 44) are designed in such a way that, in an in-situ 

state of the ossicular prosthesis (10; 20; 30; 40) used in the 

human middle ear, when a force is applied to the web 

elements (14; 24; 34; 44) with a force component parallel to 

the longitudinal axis (z) in the direction from the first 

fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) to the second fastening 
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element (12; 22; 32; 42) in situ in each case assume in situ a 

position lying radially further from the longitudinal axis (z) and 

thus the axial functional length between the first fastening 

element (11; 21; 31; 41) and the second fastening element 

(12; 22; 32; 42), wherein the web elements (14; 24; 34; 44), 

upon introduction of a force with a force component 

antiparallel to the longitudinal axis (z) in the direction from the 

second fastening element (12; 22; 32; 42) to the first fastening 

element (11; 21; 31; 41) Occupy in situ in each case in 

sections a position lying radially closer to the longitudinal axis 

(z) and thus the axial functional length between the first 

fastening element (11; 21; 31; 41) And the second fastening 

element (12; 22; 32; 42) in situ,and in that the web elements 

(14; 24; 34; 44) maintain their respectively set radial position 

with respect to the longitudinal axis (z) in situ without the 

action of a force. 
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 DE202021103394  U1 2022-11-03                 

 
 Identification carrier (2)having a holding body (4) for holding 

an identification (6, 6') arranged thereon on an object (8,36',36 

",36"') to be identified,wherein the holding body (4) has at least 

one transparent section (10, 10', 22 ') for arranging an 

identification (6,6',6 ",50, 50'), characterized in that the 

transparent section (10,10 ', 22') consists of a plastic (12) that 

can be detected without contact, in particular inductively, or 

has such a plastic (12). 
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 US20220376338  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 A sheet metal assembly includes a drawn metal sheet 

constructed of a metal material. The drawn metal sheet 

defines a surface and includes one or more stiffening 

features disposed along the drawn metal sheet. The one or 

more stiffening features represents a raised area disposed 

along the surface of the drawn metal sheet. Each of the one 

or more stiffening features include a predefined draw depth 

ranging from about twenty millimeters to about eighty 

millimeters.   
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 US20220373419  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 An inclination sensor for determining an angle of inclination 

relative to the gravitational vector comprising a fluid 

container and a first pressure sensor pair having a first and a 

second pressure sensor arranged in an edge region of the 

fluid container such that they are connected to each other by 

the connecting fluid and have a fixed and defined positional 

relation to each other. The first and the second pressure 

sensor are each configured to measure a hydrostatic 

pressure in the connecting fluid. A processor is configured to 

determine a relative height (h) in the direction of gravity 

between the first and the second pressure sensor based on 

the hydrostatic pressures measured, and to determine an 

angle of inclination with respect to the gravitational vector 

based on the determined relative height (h) and the known 

fixed locations of the pressure sensors within the fluid 

container. 
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 US20220372898  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 An internal combustion engine, including a piston, a cylinder, 

and an output shaft, wherein the piston is arranged for 

reciprocating motion within the cylinder, driven by 

combustion, and the piston is coupled to the output shaft by 

a coupling such that said reciprocating motion of the piston 

drives rotation of the output shaft, wherein the engine further 

includes an oil pump arrangement having a multi-stage 

regulator. 
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 US20220372798  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The present invention relates to a method for performing an 

alternating functional movement for producing a secondary 

function with a hand grip (30) of an electric door handle (10) 

of a vehicle door (100), comprising the following steps:  

 -  

 - receiving a function request (FA) for activating the 

secondary function,  

 - performing the alternating functional movement, wherein 

the hand grip (30) is moved back and forth multiple times 

between at least two different functional positions (FUP). 
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 US20220371481  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 A child seat for a vehicle. The child seat is configured for 

holding a child within an interior compartment of the vehicle, 

where the child seat includes an attachment arrangement 

adapted for attaching the child seat to a vehicle door 

structure. 
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 US20220371362  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 One or more wheel apparatuses are provided. The wheel 

apparatus comprises one or more rigid climbing members 

that extend to the outer perimeter of the wheel apparatus and 

are configured to maintain shape and/or relative position over 

all surfaces the wheel apparatus encounters. The wheel 

apparatus comprises one or more selective flex zones 

located adjacent to rigid climbing members, constructed to 

be passively compressed when the wheel apparatus 

encounters an obstacle in the path of the wheel apparatus. 

The wheel apparatus comprises one or more support zones 

located adjacent to selective flex zones that provide support 

for smooth rotary motion when not traversing obstacles.   
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 US20220371430  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 The invention relates to a device (2) for closing a motor 

vehicle cooling module, comprising a first and a second 

closing element (4a, 4b) for closing air inlets (6) in a motor 

vehicle, a first and a second guide element (8a, 8b) for guiding 

the closing elements (4a, 4b) during an opening and a closing 

movement, respectively a first and a second control element 

(10a, 10b) for controlling an opening and a closing movement 

of the closure elements (4a, 4b), the closure elements (4a, 4b) 

and the guide elements (8a, 8b) being arranged relative to one 

another and being controllable by the control elements (10a, 

10b) in such a way that air inlets (6) in a motor vehicle are 

guided by the closure elements (4a, 4b) along a vehicle width 

(B), it being possible for two air inlets (6) arranged opposite 

one another along a vehicle width (B) to be opened and closed 

simultaneously by the closure elements (4a, 4b), the closure 

elements (4a, 4b) and the guide elements (8a, 8b) are 

arranged relative to one another and can be controlled by the 

control elements (10a, 10b) in such a way that the closure 

elements (4a, 4b) can be opened during an opening 

movement from the vehicle centre (M) towards the vehicle 

outer regions (A1, A2) and can be opened during a closing 

movement from the vehicle outer regions (A1, A2) towards 

the vehicle centre (M). 
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 The application relates to a noise control device including a 

substantially vertical wall element, at least one side arm 

projecting from the wall element, and at least one solar 

module supported by the side arm, wherein the side arm 

laterally supports the wall element, wherein the wall element 

forms a noise control surface above an upper edge of the 

solar module; as well as a noise control system including a 

noise control device of this type and an additional wall 

element spaced apart from same, which has an additional 

noise control surface and an additional solar module, wherein 

a height difference between the lower edge of the solar 

module of the noise control device and an upper edge of the 

additional wall element is less than or equal to 0.6 times the 

horizontal distance between the edges, and/or a height 

difference between a lower edge of the additional solar 

module and an upper edge of the noise control device is less 

than or equal to 0.6 times the horizontal distance between the 

edges. 
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B60G-2204/41 |B60G-2204/418 |B60G-2204/45021 

B60G-2206/7101 |B60G-2206/7104 |B60G-

2206/71 

B60G-2206/8201 |B60G-2206/013 |B60K-

005/12/08 

B60K-005/12/25 |B60G-2206/41 |B60G-2206/7105 

B60G-2206/11 |B60G-2204/1222 |B60G-007/00/1 

F16C-2326/05 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220373025  A1 2022-11-24                 
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Methods and systems for press bending two or more plies of glass 
US20220371935 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Corning Incorporated ([US]) 

 

Inventors 

Poissy Stephane ([FR]) 

Seneina Billel ([FR]) 

Smith Larry Gene ([US]) 

Thomas John Christopher ([US]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/770,869 2020-10-08 [2020US-17770869] 

WOUS2020/054700 2020-10-08 [2020WO-US54700] 

US62/928,001P 2019-10-30 [2019US-62928001] 

 IPC - International classification 

C03B-023/03* |C03B-023/03*5 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

C03B-023/03/02* |C03B-023/03/05 |C03B-

023/035/2 

C03B-023/035/5 |C03B-023/035/7 |C03C-

021/00/2 

C03C-023/00/7 |B32B-017/10/807 |B32B-017/10/889 

B32B-017/10/119 |B32B-017/10/137 |Y02P-

040/57 

C03B-2225/02 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220371935  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 Various embodiments disclosed include a method of bending 

a glass laminate structure, the method can optionally include 

any one or any combination of: heating the glass laminate 

structure comprising at least a first ply substrate and a 

second ply substrate, wherein the first ply substrate has a first 

composition and a first thickness that differ from a second 

composition and a second thickness of the second ply 

substrate; engaging an edge portion of one or both of a first 

major surface and a second major surface of the glass 

laminate structure; and sequent to engaging the edge portion, 

pressing the glass laminate structure to bend the glass 

laminate structure and obtain a desired curvature of the glass 

laminate structure along one or both of the first major surface 

and the second major surface. 
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Pillar having variable strength 
US20220371662 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

MAGNA INTERNATIONAL INC. ([CA]) 

 

Inventors 

BOLAR Nikhil ([US]) 

PANDIYAN Arun Prasath ([US]) 

MUMMOJU Sri Sai Karan ([US]) 

PALLATHADKA Girish ([US]) 

CORDOBA Gabriel ([US]) 

SCHLEICHERT Edward ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/772,164 2020-10-29 [2020US-17772164] 

WOUS2020/057969 2020-10-29 [2020WO-US57969] 

US62/927,845P 2019-10-30 [2019US-62927845] 

 IPC - International classification 

B21D-053/88* |B62D-025/04 |C21D-001/18 

C21D-009/00 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B21D-053/88 |B62D-021/15/7 |B62D-025/04* 

C21D-001/18 |C21D-009/00/68 |C21D-001/25 

C21D-009/46 |C21D-2211/008 |C21D-2221/00 

B33Y-080/00 |B22F-007/08 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220371662  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 A pillar for a vehicle including at least two different localized 

areas of different tensile strengths. The pillar includes a body 

defining a width that merges into sidewalls at a transition. The 

body having a first tensile strength and the transition has a 

second tensile strength, wherein the first tensile strength is 

smaller than the second tensile strength. The variety in tensile 

strength resulting from at least one of varying the material 

treatment and varying the gauge. The pillar is press-hardened 

until it reaches a tensile strength of 1500 MPa to 2000 Mpa. 
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Anchor point 
US20220373007 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

SFS Group International AG ([CH]) 

 

Inventors 

HEINEKE Kai ([DE]) 

GENTNER Philipp ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/079245 2020-10-16 [2020WO-EP79245] 

EP19204030 2019-10-18 [2019EP-0204030] 

 IPC - International classification 

F16B-002/22* |F16B-005/06 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F16B-002/22* |F16B-005/06/85 |F16B-002/08 

F16L-003/233 |B64C-001/06/6 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220373007  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 An anchor point (10) for a fastening element (30), such as a 

cable tie, includes a substantially flat anchor plate (12) and a 

resilient element (14) connected thereto, which in turn has at 

least two locking tongues (16, 17). The anchor plate has a 

substantially circular disc shape. The resilient element is 

preferably designed as a plastic loop in the shape of an 

omega and exerts its resilient action primarily in a direction 

perpendicular to the plane of the anchor plate. Via an opening 

in the anchor plate a fastening element/cable tie can be 

passed through the anchor plate and is deflected by the 

locking tongues or the resilient element so that it passes 

through a second opening again to the surface. By pulling on 

the cable tie, the locking tongues are spread apart by 

compression of the resilient element and are fixed in or 

behind the opening of a surface. 
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An automated in-mold label handling and product unloading device for a use with a plastic 
material injection molding machine 

US20220371240 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

MOENS Wilhelmus Canisius Franciscus ([NL]) 

 

Inventors 

MOENS Wilhelmus Canisius Franciscus ([NL]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/079480 2020-10-20 [2020WO-EP79480] 

NL2024070 2019-10-21 [2019NL-2024070] 

 IPC - International classification 

B29C-045/14* |B29C-045/80 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B29C-045/14/008* |B29C-045/80 |B29C-2045/14918 

B29C-2045/1794 |B29C-2045/14049 |B29C-

045/42 

B29C-045/42/25 |B29C-2045/4283 |B29C-

2045/4266 

B29C-2945/76568 |B29C-2945/76795 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220371240  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 An automated in-mold label handling and product unloading 

device for use with a plastic material injection molding 

machine includes a label handling arm provided with a label 

holder at an outer end thereof, and a product unloading arm 

provided with a product gripper at an outer end thereof. The 

device has a stationary frame and a first linear guide device 

that supports the label handling arm so as to reciprocate 

along a y-axis direction. The device has a second linear guide 

device that supports the product unloading arm so as to 

reciprocate along a y-axis direction. The first and second 

linear guide devices are guided relative to the frame to be 

movable parallel to the x-axis. A label handling arm x-axis 

drive mechanism has a first drive motor mounted on the 

frame and a first transmission coupled to said first drive 

motor and to the first linear guide device. 
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Flexible spring element made of a fibre-reinforced plastics composite material 
US20220373054 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

DANTO Invention GmbH & Co. KG ([DE]) 

Rheinmetall Invent GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

SCHWARZ Anna ([DE]) 

KELLER Tobias ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/052360 2020-01-30 [2020WO-EP52360] 

DE102019129581 2019-11-04 [2019DE-10129581] 

 IPC - International classification 

F16F-001/368* |F16F-001/42 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F16F-001/368* |F16F-001/42/2 |F16F-2236/02 

F16F-2238/022 |B29C-070/54/7 |B29C-070/46/7 

B29L-2031/774 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220373054  A1 2022-11-24                 

 
 A flexible spring element is made of a fibre-reinforced plastics 

composite material, a functional layer made of a fibre-

reinforced plastics composite material being located on each 

of two mutually opposite sides of a central plane of the 

flexible spring element. At least one matrix material discharge 

layer extending parallel to the two functional layers and in a 

longitudinal direction is arranged in at least one longitudinal 

portion and has at least a fraction of discharge layer fibres 

which are oriented differently from the longitudinal direction 

of the flexible spring element. Within at least one curved 

portion of the flexible spring element a first volume fraction 

of flexible spring fibres in the functional layers is smaller, 

preferably smaller by several % than a second volume fraction 

of flexible spring fibres in the functional layers within the at 

least one longitudinal portion. 
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Method for producing a rubber-plastic composite 
US20220372256 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

Efimov Konstantin ([CN]) 

Dreier Anna-Lena ([DE]) 

Hülsmann Klaus ([DE]) 

Pawlik Andreas ([DE]) 

Kormann Marco ([DE]) 

Drexler Maximilian ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/074257 2020-09-01 [2020WO-EP74257] 

DE102019214073 2019-09-16 [2019DE-10214073] 

 IPC - International classification 

B29B-011/12* |B29B-013/04 |B29C-045/14 

B29C-045/72 |B29C-071/02 |C08J-003/24 

C08L-015/00 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B29B-011/12 |B29B-013/04 |B29C-045/14/18 

B29C-045/72/07 |B29C-071/02 |B29K-2077/00 

C08J-003/24/4 |C08J-003/24/5 |C08J-003/24/7 

C08J-2315/00 |C08J-2477/00 |C08L-015/00/5* 

C08L-2312/00 |B29C-045/00/01 |B29C-2045/14319 

B29C-2045/1678 |B29C-045/16/76 |B29K-

2009/00 

B29L-2031/504 |B29C-045/14/311 |B29C-045/00/53 

B29C-045/78 |B29C-2945/76531 |B29C-2945/76903 

B29C-2945/76826 |B29K-2021/003 |B29L-

2031/50 

 
 Family 

 US20220372256  A1 2022-11-24                

 
 A method for producing a rubber-plastic composite, including the steps of (a) shaping an unvulcanized elastomer, (b) 

partially vulcanizing the shaped elastomer at a temperature of at least 140° C. up to a degree of vulcanization in the range 

from 10% to 40%, (c) cooling the partially vulcanized elastomer to a temperature of less than 100° C. within less than 20 

minutes, (d) overmolding the partially vulcanized elastomer with a plastic, and (e) heat treating the partially vulcanized 

elastomer overmolded with a plastic at a temperature in the range from 100° C. to 170° C. for a duration of from 5 minutes 

to 5 hours to complete the vulcanization and form a rubber-plastic composite. The method further relates to a rubber-plastic 

composite obtainable by the method according to the invention and also to a shoe comprising the rubber-plastic composite 

obtainable by the method according to the invention. 
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Battery pack case, battery pack including the same and vehicle including battery pack 
US20220363116 A1 

 
 Current assignees 
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B60K-001/04* |B60L-050/64 |H01M-050/204 
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CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60K-001/04* |B60L-050/64 |H01M-050/204 

H01M-050/233 |H01M-050/262 |H01M-2220/20 

Y02E-060/10 |H01M-050/24 |H01M-050/249 

 
 Family 

 US20220363116  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 A battery pack case and a vehicle having the battery pack 

case are provided. The battery pack case includes a beam 

disposed in the battery pack case and a connection column 

connected to the beam. A first chamber extending in a length 

direction of the beam is disposed inside the beam, and the 

first chamber penetrates through the beam. The connection 

column penetrates through a side wall of the first chamber. In 

an extending direction of the first chamber, two sides of the 

first chamber located at the connection column are provided 

with blocking portions.   
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Octogrid constructions and applications utilizing double-double laminate structures 
US20220363019 A1 
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 Family 

 US20220363019  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 An octogrid structure and method of forming the same for a 

composite laminate structure is provided. The octogrid sub-

structure comprises: a first ply layer comprising a plurality of 

first elongate tapes oriented in a first direction and a plurality 

of second elongate tapes oriented in a second direction; and 

a second ply layer comprising a plurality of third elongate 

tapes oriented in the first direction and a plurality of fourth 

elongate tapes oriented in the second direction, the second 

ply layer being overlaid atop the first ply layer. A first end of 

each of the elongate tapes is positioned approximately 

adjacent a midpoint of an adjacently positioned one of the 

elongate tapes; and a second and opposing end of each of 

elongate tapes extends freely beyond a central grid portion 

defined by a length of a portion between the first end and the 

midpoint of the elongate tapes. 
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Parcel chute for an outer wall of a building or an enclosure of a balcony, method for delivering a 
parcel using an unmanned aircraft and for guiding the parcel through a parcel chute, outer wall 

of a building and enclosure for a balcony of a building 
US20220361700 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Schöck Bauteile GmbH ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

REINHARD Gunther ([DE]) 

FRITSCHI Hubert ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

DE102021112296 2021-05-11 [2021DE-10112296] 

 IPC - International classification 

A47G-029/14* |A47G-029/30 |B64C-039/02 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A47G-029/14/1 |A47G-029/30* |B64C-039/02/4 

B64C-2201/128 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220361700  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 A parcel chute (1) is provided for an outer wall (13) of a 

building or an enclosure of a balcony which is used for the 

automatic delivery and collection of a parcel (2) by an 

unmanned aircraft, in particular a logistics drone. A method 

for delivering a parcel (2) using an unmanned aircraft, in 

particular a logistics drone, an outer wall (13) with a parcel 

chute (1), and an enclosure with a parcel chute (1) are also 

provided. 
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Internal combustion engine 
US20220364503 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

ASF Technologies (Australia) Pty Ltd ([AU]) 

 

Inventors 

Fountain Graham Harry ([AU]) 

Kavarnos Emmanuel ([AU]) 

Psonis Dimitrios ([AU]) 

Tamba Richard Terrence ([AU]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOAU2020/051166 2020-10-29 [2020WO-AU51166] 

AU2019904070 2019-10-29 [2019AU-0904070] 

 IPC - International classification 

F01B-009/02* |F02B-075/24 |F02B-075/32 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

F01B-009/02 |F02B-075/24 |F02B-075/32* 

F01B-009/02/3 |F02B-075/24/6 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220364503  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 An internal combustion engine, including a piston, a cylinder, 

and an output shaft, wherein the piston is arranged for 

reciprocating motion within the cylinder, driven by 

combustion, and the piston is coupled to the output shaft by 

a coupling such that said reciprocating motion of the piston 

drives rotation of the output shaft, the coupling being 

arranged such that the piston has sinusoidal motion when 

plotted against rotational angle of the output shaft. 
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Pedestrian Protection Device for a Motor Vehicle 
US20220363216 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft ([DE]) 

 

Inventors 

AKIF Oeztzan ([DE]) 

HOJJAT Majid ([DE]) 

KOEHLER Arne ([DE]) 

LANG Roland ([DE]) 

MEINERLING Theodor ([DE]) 

MOELLENHOFF Lin ([DE]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/086049 2020-12-14 [2020WO-EP86049] 

DE102019135201 2019-12-19 [2019DE-10135201] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60R-019/18* |B60R-021/0136 |B60R-021/34 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60R-019/18 |B60R-021/0136 |B60R-021/34* 

B60R-2019/1873 |B60R-2021/343 |B60R-

2019/186 

B60R-019/02 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220363216  A1 2022-11-17                 

 
 A pedestrian protection device for a motor vehicle includes a 

crossbar and a deformation device which is arranged in front 

of the crossbar. The deformation device has bending limbs 

with ends which contact a surface or come into contact with 

the surface in the event of a collision of the motor vehicle and 

which are designed to be movable along the surface as a 

result of the collision, and a latching device is formed on the 

surface, said latching device being latchable with the ends of 

the bending limbs as a result of the collision. The deformation 

device has a plurality of such bending limbs, wherein a first 

bending limb and a second bending limb are arranged 

adjacently to each other, and the first bending limb and the 

second bending limb are offset relative to each other in the 

movement direction of the bending limbs and/or the end of 

the first bending limb and the end of the second bending limb 

are designed to be movable in opposite directions. 
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Lightweight high resolution camera payload for small aerial vehicles 
US20220355951 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE SYSTEMS ([US]) 

 

Inventors 

LUKACZYK Trent ([US]) 

LEVY Daniel ([US]) 

COLONNO Michael ([US]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/738,102 2022-05-06 [2022US-17738102] 

US63/185,578P 2021-05-07 [2021US-63185578] 

 IPC - International classification 

B64C-039/02* |B64D-047/08 |H04N-005/225 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B64C-039/02/4 |B64C-2201/127 |B64D-047/08* 

H04N-005/225/2 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220355951  A1 2022-11-10                 
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Lightweight stabilized gimbal camera payload for small aerial vehicles 
US20220355950 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

FLIGHTWAVE AEROSPACE SYSTEMS ([US]) 

 

Inventors 

LUKACZYK Trent ([US]) 

LEVY Daniel ([US]) 

COLONNO Michael ([US]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/738,100 2022-05-06 [2022US-17738100] 

US63/185,381P 2021-05-07 [2021US-63185381] 

 IPC - International classification 

B64C-039/02* |B64D-047/08 |G03B-015/00 

G03B-017/56 | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B64C-039/02/4 |B64C-2201/127 |B64D-047/08* 

G03B-015/00/6 |G03B-017/56/1 |G03B-017/55 

 
 Family 

 US20220355950  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 A gimbal configured to be implemented in an unmanned 

aerial system. The gimbal includes a payload interface; an 

end effector; a structure that includes composite skins, an 

internal structure, and integrated seals; integrated drive 

components; and at least one computer, where excess heat 

generated by the at least one computer is disposed of through 

a heat transfer surface integrated into the composite skin of 

the gimbal.   
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Stereognosis training system and method for patients with chronic stroke, spinal cord injury or 
neuropathy 

US20220355111 A1 
 
 Current assignees 

Board of Regents, The University of Texas System ([US]) 

 

Inventors 

Kilgard Michael P. ([US]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/804,576 2022-05-30 [2022US-17804576] 

US16/681,575 2019-11-12 [2019US-16681575] 

US62/855,648P 2019-05-31 [2019US-62855648] 

US62/758,047P 2018-11-09 [2018US-62758047] 

 IPC - International classification 

A61N-001/36* |A61N-001/372 |G09B-019/00 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A61B-005/11/28 |A61N-001/36/053 |A61N-

001/36/103* 

A61N-001/36/139 |A61N-001/372/11 |G09B-

019/00/3 

A61B-005/00/77 |A61B-005/11/24 |A61B-

2505/09 

 
 Family 

 US20220355111  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 Provided is an effective stereognosis training system that 

integrates hardware and software to provide a simple, 

reliable, quantitative system to provide tactile rehabilitation 

and progress monitoring. The system can include an 

interactive device including a novel set of objects, that are 

combined with neuromodulatory systems such as wireless 

closed-loop vagus nerve stimulation to improve neural 

plasticity and expedite functional recovery. The system can 

send updates to therapists or clinicians to monitor progress 

and encourage compliance with prescribed therapy. 
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Systems and devices for monitoring negative pressure devices 
US20220355017 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

SafeHeal SAS ([FR]) 

 

Inventors 

DePierro Scott ([US]) 

 

Priority data including date 

US17/730,125 2022-04-26 [2022US-17730125] 

US63/184,360P 2021-05-05 [2021US-63184360] 

 IPC - International classification 

A61M-001/00* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

A61M-001/604 |A61M-001/73* |A61M-2205/18 

A61M-2210/1064 |A61F-005/00/76 |A61F-

2002/045 

A61F-002/04 |A61B-017/11/14 |A61B-2017/1132 

A61B-2017/306 |A61B-2017/00119 |A61B-2090/064 

A61M-001/60 |A61M-2205/3382 |A61M-2205/581 

A61M-2205/583 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220355017  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 The present disclosure provides systems and devices for 

monitoring the pressure within a negative pressure system, 

such as a suction cannister. In one aspect, the system 

includes an anchor configured for positioning within an 

intestine of the patient at the anastomosis site and a source 

of negative pressure, such as a suction cannister, fluidly 

coupled to the anchor. A portable alarm device is coupled to 

the suction cannister and includes a trigger for detecting the 

pressure therein. A signal device emits a signal when this 

pressure is above a threshold level to ensure that the anchor 

remains securely in contact with the walls of the intestines at 

the anastomosis site. The alarm device includes a handle to 

allow a patient to grasp and carry the suction cannister, 

providing critical patient mobility during the recovery period. 
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Chassis for a Rail Vehicle 
US20220355831 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

Siemens Mobility Austria GmbH ([AT]) 

 

Inventors 

WEIDENFELDER Thomas ([AT]) 

LÖFFLER Gerd ([AT]) 

MOSER Christian ([AT]) 

PAAR Roland ([AT]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/077232 2020-09-29 [2020WO-EP77232] 

AT508272019 2019-09-30 [2019AT-0050827] 

 IPC - International classification 

B61C-009/50* |B61F-003/04 |B61F-005/52 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B61C-009/50* |B61F-003/04 |B61F-005/52 

B61F-005/50 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220355831  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 A chassis for a rail vehicle includes at least one chassis frame 

to which at least one first wheel set and a second wheel set 

are coupled and to which at least one first drive unit and a 

second drive unit are connected, wherein a first coupling rod 

is connected at least to the first drive unit in an articulated 

manner and is configured to be coupleable to the vehicle body 

of the rail vehicle in an elastic manner, such that 

advantageous structural conditions are achieved. 
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Tube section for evacuated tube transport system 
US20220355830 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

TATA STEEL NEDERLAND TECHNOLOGY B.V. ([NL]) 

 

Inventors 

DE VRIES Paul Alexander ([NL]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOEP2020/075825 2020-09-16 [2020WO-EP75825] 

EP19198139 2019-09-18 [2019EP-0198139] 

 IPC - International classification 

B61B-013/10* | 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B61B-013/10* |Y02T-030/00 | 

 
 Family 

 US20220355830  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 A tube section for constructing a tube for underpressure 

applications with an incircle having a diameter of at least 2 m 

and to an evacuated tube transport system tube produced 

therefrom. 
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Folding Wheel and Portable Appliance 
US20220355614 A1 

 
 Current assignees 

PERTEC ELECTRONICS COMPANY LIMITED ([CN]) 

 

Inventors 

KWOK Yu Ming ([CN]) 

 

Priority data including date 

WOCN2020/115741 2020-09-17 [2020WO-CN115741] 

CN201910882060 2019-09-18 [2019CN-0882060] 

 IPC - International classification 

B60B-003/00* |B60B-019/04 |B60B-025/02 

 

CPC - Cooperative classification 

B60B-003/00/2 |B60B-019/04* |B60B-025/02 

B60B-2900/351 |B60B-033/00/28 |B60B-2200/20 

B60B-019/00 |B60B-003/00 |B60Y-2200/13 

 
 Family 

 US20220355614  A1 2022-11-10                 

 
 Disclosed are a folding wheel and a portable appliance. The 

folding wheel includes: a wheel body, wherein the wheel body 

include two wheel plates that can be spliced with each other, 

and a notched area is formed therebetween when the two 

wheel plates are spliced with each other; a first connecting 

element disposed in the notched area; a first slide rail 

mechanism, at least part of which is disposed on the first 

connecting element, and remaining parts of which are 

disposed on respective wheel plates, wherein the first slide 

rail mechanism includes a first rail groove and a first rotating 

shaft inserted into the first rail groove, such that the two 

wheel plates can be spliced with or separated from each other 

along the first rail groove via the first rotating shaft, and can 

be flipped relative to the first connecting element via the first 

rotating shaft; the folding wheel is foldable, wherein when the 

two wheel plates are pulled away from each other, the two 

wheel plates slide away from each other along the first rail 

groove. The two wheels may be flipped, wherein when the two 

wheel plates are folded towards each other, the portable 

appliance with reduced folded size facilitates the user to pack 

or carry. 
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 US20220348733  A1 2022-11-03                

 
 The invention relates to polymer foam particles, both in expanded and partly expanded form, from a polymer matrix based 

on a blend comprising polybutylene terephthalate and polyethylene terephthalate, to a process for production thereof, and 

to the use of polyethylene terephthalate for broadening the processing window of polybutylene terephthalate-based polymer 

foam particles in processing to give mouldings. 
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 The present disclosure relates to an ergonomic tape holder 

onto which a roll of tape is mounted and secured. In particular, 

the ergonomic tape holder is a single-piece and unitary 

constructed apparatus having vertical towers disposed on a 

fixed based which prevents the roll of tape from shifting, 

rolling, or moving about the base. 
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 In order to improve a usage of machine tool components, it is 

provided that the machine tool component is formed at least 

partially, in particular essentially, or alternatively completely 

from an amorphous metal. It is provided that the tool 

component is produced using injection molding or 3D printing 

or plastic deformation. 
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 The field of this invention is technology that supports and 

enhances natural face-to-face communication. Throughout 

the recent Pandemic, people have been adversely affected by 

the loss of real face-to-face human contact. The invention 

provides one or more safe ‘meeting spaces’ through which 

persons can talk to each other normally, without the risk of 

airborne pathogens passing between them. The meeting 

space of the invention offers no physical barrier such as 

glass, which would reduce the quality of communication and 

diminish the user experience. Persons may see and hear each 

other through the meeting space but pathogens cannot 

substantially pass through it. Various ways are provided that 

substantially destroy/inactivate/remove pathogens from the 

meeting space(s). Some embodiments are sustainable, 

carbon neutral and solar powered. Others are highly energy 

efficient. Further refinements create a pleasant environment 

for conversation and enhance the user experience. 
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 A brake device for a traveling body of an elevator installation 

brakes on a rail having first and second braking profiles. The 

brake device includes a forcing element and a counter-

support. The forcing element has first and second forcing 

working faces for acting on the first and second profiles 

respectively. The counter-support has a first counter-support 

working face for acting on the first profile, and a second 

counter-support working face for acting on the second profile. 

The first forcing working face and the first counter-support 

working face are arranged opposite one another at the first 

profile and the second forcing working face and the second 

counter-support working face are arranged opposite one 

another at the second profile. The forcing element is spread 

to bring the first forcing working face into contact with the 

first profile and the second forcing working face into contact 

with the second profile.   
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 A foam bead intended in particular for the production of 

molded parts is also intended to be particularly suitable for 

novel, hitherto unknown applications, especially after 

processing into a corresponding molded part. For this 

purpose, the foam bead comprises, according to the 

invention, a core formed by a first plastic and a shell formed 

by a second plastic and at least partially surrounding the core, 

the second plastic forming the shell having a lower melting 

point than the first plastic forming the core. 
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 The invention relates to a method for utilizing mineral 

materials for additive manufacturing that can be 

implemented more quickly, more economically and with 

greater technical simplicity, in comparison with common 

additive manufacturing, by virtue of controlled expansion in 

the sintering process by means of a laser source. The entire 

production process is free of organic materials and allows 

previously unfeasible end uses in the fields of acoustic 

insulation, thermal insulation, fire protection, filtration, design 

objects and lightweight components to be realized. In 

particular, the invention relates to a method for producing a 

product by means of 3-D printing or additive manufacturing, 

wherein an open-pore lightweight part is constructed layer-by-

layer, without the use of organic binders or other organic 

auxiliary agents, from a pulverous mineral starting raw 

substance of natural origin, which raw substance is obtained 

without chemical alteration of the solid constituents of the 

natural material, and wherein, beginning with the second 

layer, the most recently applied layer is bonded to the surface 

of the existing body of the lightweight part by means of 

immediately subsequently performed direct selective laser 

sintering. 
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